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ON Z DOLLAR A YEAR. HOI KINS VILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY *RIDIY, JULY 27, 190o.
NEW. ERA,
41. VOLUME XXX, NO. U.
A STEP
The Young Man Will Re-
gret All Ills Life.




The Barba. Great Tunas nays that
MaLonao Moos. of that car, farlafe-
ty of Mambas meaty. a ambew of
Quinine Jan MoKer its. will *mainly
he she Hrown-Rmeablican fusion condi-
dale for soarras in she Third district
The Times says that this is a straight
Up and may be relied upon
While to all appearances the Repub-
lica's candidate, W H Jouee will re
Wen, ea the track mid make the ram
fir seagroe, we have tt trona a reliable
▪ JIPP11.1., Wei _pin. his aontiaa-
Um to soma SO pass. and Moe Mains
Oa soma M-
u Mi•popmas, se agreed upon goes
tbrougb. all of the mossy delegates will
be inaszooted for Joao', and at the dis-
trict 000venttqp be wail be nominated
ea Me Gm ballot. Yeliowing his nom-
Melaka Mr. Jones will decline to accept
sod urge Me nontination of Mr. Moss.
And mama all plans go anise. Moss'
mins will appose wider the log cabin
as Hos ispublinsa sandidate for Oon-
pas Is she ?Med Marta.
lir Mem' Dbolattan comity Mends
regret toSS lam gator wrong, for they
kaow tioM WU Oka to repast of
Stew the WWI Va IWO
alogiso
JAM'S A, M1if4101L Ji
Nos Deckled Is Locals Is Warm
Comity's COWL
TO. illerttag Timm In It. Woes
of lees slaImaey :
"Jamas A MoKenste, Jr of Ohre,-
Uas coasiy who is • graduate of the
law domartaneat of Centre College,
• has dertattely decided to locate in
this aUy her tie promotoe of his profes-
Nes. Be has reseed so o.Scein tbo
Oity Hall building, but will sot move
bore until about °amber Mr. liciKan-
ale is an exceedingly bright yowls seam
sad woo an eaviable repatation while
Is school He starts out in the practice
1111 his profession prepared to make for
himisolf a ane reputation "
Mr Illareast• decided that the Hop-
kimarille bar wee already too crowded
end emseledied that his chances would
be bonier in Bowling linen
HOT WEATHRR and tender feet are
Iwo sough problems. We cant regulate
We wombat bet we can make you • pair






Mr. b. F. Abner WrItes Fatertaisiotly
About The Weed.
Mr. B. F. Miller, of Owensboro, who
is widely known as one of the best post-
ed men in Kentucky in regard to tuba/c-
oo, wrote teat lesturday to the Owens-
boro Messenger as follow.:
-I weals to make anotbeer brief mate.
went in your paper in regard to the out-
look for future prime for tebecoo In
the first place I shall give the number
of pounds raised is Kentucky for the
past Sire years: 1806, 280,018.18; 1896,
161.147,111; 1797, 102,308.646; 1898, 211,
185.296
•'Iri 1896 there was planted in Ken
tacky 498.614. sores; in 1899, 249,708
sores, or lees in acres, 68,911. cant lees
In polo& than 1896. 88,966,456 An-
other tbing. in the year 1890 tied even
1896 the combined stooks of the Unit. d
States and Liverpool and London ag-
gregated 218,714 bogsheads Today the
two mat:oiling markets combined only
have in Moak 170,000 boteshomie With
shins foots staring us in the Lice, and
wait Mb poured prompt& tor site mo-
ost growing crop to make anythinb, like
half an average crop. the question for
you to oak is. doss supply and demand
regulate prima? If so, what pnte shall
I ask."
VOLOASIo 21117PTI011s.
Are grand, but skin eruptions rob life
of joy. Backlen's Arnica Salve cures
them. also old, running and fever bores,
atoms boils, teems, corns, warts, cuts,
anises, burns, scalds, chapped bands,
chilblain.. Best pile cure on earth.
Drives out pains and aches. Only 1160 a
box. Our. guaranteed. Sold by L. L
L. L. Len's. 0. K. Wyly.. it 0




A. L. Cohen, who I proprietor of ' The
Osaraistes Wallas Company," doing
baelbella one door Math of the Bank of
Ifspktossaiss, toss Is ths oity assert this
110,11111 on no chants of noutiaoli lig au
"111011411 Mom" wilbout liorsoni, and
lied $100. Ms Shea downwind no roe.
din as smisM, Whereupon be was Seed
PI fee asslen.$ of court
Sean weeks ago he own. to the oily
seed opened up his clothing esteblish•
meat and annououri that he Was here
to remain only sixty days. But tor the
fan that he did Dainties in a house he
could then have been made to pay
license as a peddler Last Saturday
night be employed an auctioneer and
began to dispose of his goods at auction,
so as to close out sod leave the city
When be began to sell at auction he
laid biassed liable too heavy fine, se he
thereby lobbied the city ordinance re- -
gains( -auction houses" to pay a
imam, which ordinance was adopted
to protect home merchant. who own
property and pay taxes in the city.
Cohen will appeal the case
CASTOR IA
For Waists sad Madre&




Adopted By The State Convention At Lex-
ington July 20.
Wo, Os Danboro.. of Kreiger:sky, in convention assembled, do nista the fol-
lowing desieraeloa of principles:
First, we heartily indorse the platform enacted by the Natioual Democratic
Oonessattes at Kansas City on July 4, 1900; also the splendid ticket named by
said convention, oat pledge Use Democracy of Kentisoky to an earnest, cordial
sad emirs support of said tickeiO The eotirekiefory of the Democratic party has
demonstrated that It has always been the champion and d .fender of the rights of
SIM peat otouanou people; that is has ever insisted that the will of the usejority
shaM esafrol and Ilta the minority must cheerfully and willfully acquiesce
Iberals. is baa always advocated and still does that all elections shall be fairly
sesoinotad and the result honestly ascertained.
We rocessatmod that ties eissotioo law of 180e, which was enacted to prevent
Moe stmetteloo of Republican heads in 'senate diaeresis of this State, and which
was a marked improvement moo the then existing law, but which has not Prey.
id salaam for that porpoise, be amended so as to MOW* tisk end so thoroughly
that Ma moot hypooritioal Um find no excuse for charging fraud or unfairness to
war pony in no wooden of any election.
Clain mob anamoduisols can be enacted by the General Assembly, we deelare
Mal SO. Repabikan party Mall have representation upon both the State and all
efootay boards of Miesion eessorissimers.
We prima the people of Kentooky the niotere of of an army of inlimidation,
imaserfully qurtered in the public buildings of the State; a State Senator, while
Is Moo dkieharge of his day to the State, stricken down by an easaasio's bullet,
Grad from ambush trove eke Remaine building, then accepted by his political
adtaawslorl. trite Weed, So profit by his death; lb** adversary arming, filing and
illniallinding 00 balding with armed men instructed to defy the civil authorities
and prams assorob for Moo assassin; the same political adversary and Republican
proandse by fords dissolvtng the Lurielature in violation of the Onnetttution ; at
'lapsing by military power to force the Legislature to meet in a veritable
illangbar pen for the Deuweratic member.; driving it. members through the
Seesele of Frankfort at the point of the bayonet; forcibly preventing the Laetrile-
SWIM from mosaing is tie lawful sad proper place; item:ring armed, riotous and
disorderty s.s *odor She very window of the room
whom boy dying the aineenilles victim; driving the
Hene$of Appeals from the ()spiral; by military form defying the writ of habeas
agar ; adios with the soldiery and spurious pardons those lawfully amused of
▪ artMee so flee from justice; the cam. Republican pretender fleeing from
lbsi seam after indictment and remaining a fugitive from justice, protected by an
epee violation at the Ooossfsutioa of tbe Clotted States, after having declared to
the people of the date: "I sat a Masao of this state, &atonable to ita laws. I am
OM a criminal, neither shall I ever be a fugitive from justice. Whenever in-
Mead I shall appear for trial "
And we noofidently declare our belief that. majority of people in Kentucky
favor the preasrvation of law and order; of both civil and personal liberty, and
analnenooro of the constitutional rights of the people-Dentoe.ratic doetrine
which is Ube hope and inspiration of every true Democrat.
We isimonsos the action of Gov William 0 Bradley in using and eersonally
4Mbellasodlag the oillitary form of the Mate to control She eiectiot, end intimi-
Mk/ tbs. voters at she election of 1899 in violation of the Oonstitution and laws
OREM Commonwealth.
The Densooralo party expresses tee deepest and sincerest grief over the
mut of lie distinguished leader and friend of the great common people,
Oev. William Goebel His same Ind fame will remain a sacred heritage of the
DesnawaM of Kestooky.
We earaestly invite the support, by 1,01001 and vote, of every sincere lover of
civfj sad personal liberty, to joist with us in this oarupalign against the forces
gnawed under the banner of governassot by asemisination The true manhood
of OC.Inanniry NM not and will not indorse the asearisins' means to obtain posses-
/ea of toMosi, and we appeal to every Dem( twat and every good citizen of Ken-
leaky Os oak with the Democratic party and thus express hia detestation of the
foal cama.
We desists is the world that the mob and the anoodo shall not be the
sitsbiar of the rights of the 'Miasma of Kentucky, nor shall the penalty of
an appal to the law and the regular constituted authorities be left at the hands
of the aseasein. Law and order must and shall prevail in Kentucky.
Ws Indorse the administration of Gov J. 0 W Beckham. and point with
pride to as submission and steadfast fealty to the law during the most trouble-
MIL ensifiag and perilous doys of tO. Oonantoowealth.
JEFF. DAVIS' FIRST MARRIAGE.
His Romantik Elopemest With Zachary
Taylor's Daughter.
No commonwealth in all the South-
land, esoept perhaps Mississippi or Vir-
ginia. has so great a claim upon the
memory of Jefferson Davis as Kentucky,
says the Louisville Post. la this state
he was born, in this state he was par.
Melly educated, and In this state. sear
Louisville, his first marriage took place
under romantic circumstances.
Jefferson Davis was still almost an in-
fant when his feeble moved from Todd
()county to Miesteeippi, but he returned
to Keutucky a few years later to be-
come a student at old Transylvania
Oollege, in Lexington. He was at col-
lege when President•Mouroe appointed
him a cadet at West Point, and thereby
changed the destiniee of the young
Southerner's career
But the event in his life. most el sely
ea ()mated with Kentucky history was
the marriage of Mr. Davis, then a Lieu-
tenant in the regular army, to the
daughter of his Oolonel, Zaoh try Toy-
er, afterward president of the United
Bates. For two years the young couple
had been eugaged at the frontier army
pose, whore Col. Taylor's regiment was
stationed. The father opposed the
match. So the daughter came back to
Kentucky to visit relatives in this coun-
ty. Davis followed her, and a romantic
elopement took plaoe. Miss Taylor
stole out of tLe house at night and met
her lover. They slipped across the
yard to the Liable of a devoted negro
servant, on the "quarters." Here a
Minister met them, and here they were
married, with only a faithful old 'black
mammy" and her husband as witnesses.
This cabin still stands on the Old 'Try-
lot farm four miles from Louisville, on
the Browneboto road, which Is a outset.
nation of Washington street. On the
nate fates le the leave of President
At beetles Daris's trowel a Moral
elsoloa, sous el the •Ortleore Of a Kau-
lowly ballot', had the place of howl so
Os* head of in. casket
• WNW.— -
C RIR Co ZR1 41.
Reale the Led Yee Km
ci
A CAVALRYMAN.
Mr. Thos Cooksey, of this county,
who is in the regular army of tie Unit-
ed States, is now serving with the cav-
alry, and is at present stationed at For
Meade, South Dakota
Mr. Oooksey irecently spent two
weeks at his home in the (Notion neigh-
borhood
UNIT CROP.
The farmers from the Grafton neigh-
borhood say that the tobacco crop down
"bore is poorer than it has been in many
;ears. The heavy and oontinuoris rains
throughout the month of June in re-
sponsible for the damage, for previous
So that the young crop was doing well
and the outlook was bright.
- -••••••■•••
A BIG DAY'S WORK.
The Mt. Vernon Deuirecrat upon the
matter of wheat threshing says: Ed
Oeth broke a threabing record the other
Icy when he throbbed out 2,001 bushels
of wheat with one machine, in a run
from daylight to dark.
CALL and see samples of our made
to-order shoes and repair work of all
kinds,
JEFF MORRIS
THE ISSUE OF IMPERIALISM.
Mr. McKinley, by Ws frank declara-
tion of the Republican purpose to hold
and to rule the Obilippines by "supreme
authority" outside the constitution-
regardless of the effect of this poisonous
graft of empire upon the healthful stock
of the republic-renews the inestimable
opportunity to make the burning issue
of "imperialism" the pivot of the elec-
tion -New York World.
••••••••• ••••
NEW MACHINE SHOP.
Cali on Lewis Starling, cot Sib and
Clay etreets, near L & N. depot, fot
repairs on engines and all machinery.
Best line of oils and engine supplies.
w1m-j8
REV. J. S. CHEEK.
Rev. J. S. Cheek, who has for some
time been pastor of the Baptist church
down at Salem in this county, has de-
clined to accept the put-orate of the
Pembroke &toted church, which was
extended to bin
Hs has, however, accepted a call to






tions on the skin,
sore throat, copper
colored splotches,
pg swollen glands, aching musclesand bones, the disease is makingrapid headway, and far worse
symptoms will follow unless the blood is
prompt' end effectually cleansed of this
violent destructive poison.
3. 8. S. is the only safe and infallible
cure for this disease, the only antidote
for this specific poison It cures the
worst cues thoroughly and permanently.
II camel ow ic,foufthr..faff of
esd stored
Poison. I tried
NS Worst. three dc'et°"vbuttheir treatment
did me so good; I was getting worse all the
rpm, :tmairdheir catliwe out, ely. • matraredom cuiammj
with copper colored splotches and offensive
sores. vesirersd severely from rheumatic pates
In my shoniders and arms. My condition could
bare bee. no woes.; Duly those •filicted Gal was
can watierstand my sufferings. I bv shoes
lost sit hope cd ewer Whig ern airs • wawa
I decided to try a. s. IL,
but mast confess I had
little faith loft Is any
aiedielae Aher taking
the third bottle I noticed
• change is my condi-
tion. This was truly en-
g, sad I deter-
mined rive S. S. S. •
thorough irisi. From
that time on tha hammy,-
mem was rapid; 11,
seemed to have the &a-
sset completely ender
control; the sores and
ulcers lassied sad I was
Soon free teen eh miens
of tee Meseamie; awn I
been 'User and healthy ever since




offered for proof that
it contains a particle of
mercury, potash or other mineral poison.
Send for our free book on Blood Poison;
it contains voluble information about
this disease, with full directions for self
treatment. We charge nothing for medi-
cal advice; cure yourself at home.
1111 MIT lettitIM CO., MANIA, ea,
A QUESTION.
Is The Empire An impos-
sibility?
The History Of The World
Shows That It Is By
No Means So.
The New York Journal had this edi
Metal a few days ago, that all men who
love their tiontory should carefully
think over, and they will then see that
Mr. McKinley is • dangerous man to
support:
Ills hard to make Americans believe
that their institutions can really be in
serious danger It Naas to them as if
Republicanism wen the natural and
unchangeable condition of this conti-
nent. They think of monarchy as
something so utterly foreign to our con-
ditions that it is folly to regard it as a
possible danger.
A survey of history does not lead
much encouragement to Stet cheerful
view Ours is not the first republic that
has existed in the world, nor the oldest.
It hes lasted uow for a hundred and
twenty four years. There was a repub•
lie in Athens, with some intermissions,
for nine hundred years; in Carthage for
seven hundred, in Rome for five hun-
dred, in 'Norse°e for three hundred, in
the Netherlands for two hundred and in
Veniree for eleven hundred. Where are
those republics now?
It Is not flattering to our vaulty, but
the truth le that we are an *Wart, par
tease nation, whose endurance has yet
to be tested. It mu government should
go to plum, after heating even another
moor', is would g0 Ink hi Wry as oas
of she sh011eal Ilited of the innumerable
wrecks with whiato tbs annals of man
hind are Mown
We may think that our brand of be
man nature is so clifforoml from human
nature in geoeral as SO Maks a immune
against ills that other nations bars uol
been able to resist. But that is another
delusion. The Roman of the fourth
century before Christ was of a sterner,
more unyielding republican tiere than
the America u of today. He was more
jealous of the slightest infringement on
his rights. He did not treat betrayals
of trust on :he part of his servants as
jokes-his sense of humor was rudi-
mentary. When his resentment was
aroused it was relentless.
And yekthis Roman's demendutte
became the abject slaves of the most
degrading deepo:iam that evet ground
down a Ot•iltitati people. ---- -
There was a Brutus once that weabi
have brook'd
The eternal devil to keep his state in
Rome
lyAs easi  • king
Within two years from the time when
a descendant of /truths struck the last
blow for republican liberty Antony was
laying a third of the Roman world at
the feet of a harlot queen, and before
some of the children then living were
dead (Angela woe making his bone a
Omuta
There never was a more turbulent, in
dependent democracy than that of Ath-
ens. The people there were not depen-
dent upon trust-owned Senates They
got together in their own popular at-
sembliee and made their own laws
They did not hesitate to try and execu-
tive victoriont generals for slieht bremcb•
ea of customary requirements But the
time came when Athenian philorophare
were the 'Jumble detterers of Mace( (m-
ien and Roman rulers, and when Alto
ens degraded even her primacy of taste
to the point of giving her highest bon•
on in music and poetry to the imperial
mountebank Nero
Who would have though to look at
the raving democracy of the French
Terror, when it was as much as a man's
life was worth to call a lady'"Madame"
instead of "Citizenese," that In fir«
years Fermat% would be walking with
bowed head under the role of a military
despot?
Nor are we without hints nearer home
of the possibility of radical changes in
the government of • people. Americans
were not always republican.. Two
years before the adoption of the Declar-
ation of Independence they were pro-
testing their enthusiastic loyalty to the
Orown of Great Britain. After the Re vo-
lution thousands of the foreuioatinbabi-
tentt of the ooloniee, unable to recon-
cile themselves to a republican govern-
ment, emigrated to Canada, where
their descendants are now the most ex
treme supporters of monarchial rule
American women, after a long and
honorable apprenticeship at the wash-
tub, have availed themselves of the first
smiles of fortune to go to London and
kiss the hand of royalty. Foreign
noblemen find their titles readily trans-
mutable into American cash. Ameri-
cana like William Waldorf Astor end
Bradley Martin have exchanged their
republican birthright for the privilege
of calling themselves subjects of the
English queen. The trusta that are
working for the re-election of William
McKinley would just as cheerfully
work for the ooronatiou of an emperor
if they thought that step would pro
mote their interests.
If a visitor from Mare had been per
milted to see Rome at the beginning of
the First Panic War and then had been
able to see America today, which coun-
try would he have considered mere
likely to hold on to its republican lush
Sutton.?
The republics of the past have fallen
from various cause., but one rule we
believe to have been invariable
No republic has ever
governed subject prov-
inces and preserved its
own freedom.
Empire abroad has ended in either
empire or collapse at home.
But do we believe that William Mii-
Kieley, if re-elected, will bt formally
crowned as the Emperor William the
First? Oenainly not Revolutions of
this sort are not usually carried through
in tb at way. Despotism is the same
but the type of despot changes When'
She Roman republic was ripe for Its fall
the people did not crown a king. ' First
one general and then another exercised
power through the forms of law. After
the exoesees of Marina and Sella there
was a temporary revival of oonsittecion
al govetoment under Otoero. Then tie
Senate conferred the powers of a num-
ber of different officials upon Umsar-so
many that he was in fact a um-march,
although in name only the head of • re
public. Then, after a period of anarchy
this conoentratton of power in the bands
of one man was systemetized and made
permanent. Rome became in foot a
despotism, but it was long before it
ceased to be nominally a republic, and
the head of its government was never
king, but always "lutperator"--Gen
oral."
Nor did Florence in losing its liberty
become at once a monarchy in name
The Medici at first were simply coin
mercial bosses-au infinitely superior
grade of Mark Hanna.
In thin country we oaa already see
the beginning of the descent la thumb%
dioatiou of power by our legislative
bodies. It is all "True the President "
Don't regulate the government of the
Philippines by law-leave it to the
President.
Don't interfere with Oubs-let the
President attend to it.
Don't let the Porto Moans (Moose
their own rulers- let the President ap-
point them.
Don't say how the $60,000,000 nation-
al defence fund is to be spent-give the
President entire discretion.
Dosit Az • price for armor plate
leave it to the President's Secretory of
the Navy.
Don't ley down a policy in China -let
the President decide what our relations
shell be with a third of the human retie
If this keeps on much longer it will
tusks an pertionlet difference whether
we have the name of emperor or oat
We shall bare the foot of empire
WILL SAVE HIS ARM,
Last welsh wham Me Jaissis ltd-
wae.16, of the P1101 Hoek neldhboo hood,
bad his aim caught In a throbbing
machine and broken in two piano, it
was thosithl that amputation of the in.
Jared limb would be noomeary, bat he
is now getting along nicely and It le be-
lieved that Ms arm will be eaved,thongb
it may never be of very much setvioii to
him.
DOES IT PAY TO BUY CHEAP?
A cheap remedy for coughs and colds
Is all right, but you want something
that will relieve and cure the more se-
vere and &agonies results of throat
and lung troubles. What shall you do?
Go to a warm and more regular climate?
Yee, if posinble; if not possible for you,
then in either oase take the wrier reme-
dy that has been introduced in all Mei.
need countries with Remota in severe
throat and lung trouble., "licechee's
Liftman Syrup" It not only heels and
stimulates the tillettea to deptroe
germ disease. bra ..etaya inflamation,
canoes eesy espootorstion, gives • gond
night's rest, and cures the patient Try
Ome bottle. Recommended many years
by all dragoists in the world For sale
hy druggist. in all oivilizeri oonetries
MARRIED YESTERDAY.
rout Monday 's daily.
Mr U W Helm and NM Mary
Wright,both of the Kelly neighborhood,
were united iu marriage yesterday at
the home of the bride
The ceremony was performed by Rev
J P Thou. as, • Baptise minister
SAW MILL.
Forbes Or Bra, of this city, a few days
ago mild a saw-null to Messrs. W W
Kiugton and L. E Little, of Monons
Gap They will put it ep in Hopkins
county, at Free Henry ford, on Pond
river. 
WILL MOVE DERE.
The last issue of the Oadiz Record
contained the following item of news:
-Mr. r. Watson thinks of leaving
Oadiz in the fall and moving to Hop
kinsville The many filmic!, of Mr
Wateon and his most estimable family
hope they will reconsider their contem-
plated removal from Oadiz, where they









WM Sells Some Mammoth Corn to Us.
suspecting Farmers
A clever swindler, demised as • farm-
er, is going the rounds through tee
country dewing honest tillers of the soil
by calling at their homes with samples
of corn, says an exchange The ears
are from five to eight times larger than
the ordinary War, and he alleges that it
was raised by himself from seed sent by
his brother, who raises the same kind
In a foreign country. 100 grains for 46
cents or the war for $4 lathe price asked
and the victim who 'Joys will find out
later that it is • composite ear, nothing
but ordinary corn, several ears of which
have been dexterously glued together to
form one very large ear
SAVE YOUR SOLES by baying them
r •paired at once. Our work is first class





Yes, August Flower still has the at
gut sale of any medicine in the civi
listed world Your mothers' and grand
mothers' neve thought of using any-
thing else for Indigestion or Iiilhousuriss.
Doctors were scarce and they seldom
heard of Appendicitis, Nervous Prostra
;ion, or Heart Failure, etc. They used
August Flower So clean the system and
stop fermentation of undigested food,
regulate the action of the liver stimu-
late the nervous and organic of the sys-
tem, and that is all tbey took when
feeling dull and bad with headaches
and other aches. You only need a few
doses of Green's August Flower, in
liquid form, to make you satisfied there
is nothing serious the matter with you.
Foe gale by druggists in civilized coati-
Wee.
---
THANK 000 AND VOTE RIGHT. !
_
A Warren county tarno,r a few days:
ago in discussieg crops. maw :
e tiienkful few Our
"The farmers of Warren eoune
a great deal to b 
t lteVel
wheel crop turned oat to be
notwithstanding the alarm,...-
raised over the Hessian fly; o
crop couldn't be better aud the
for an immense corn crop wee
brighter.
-There has been rain within the past
week in nearly every section of the
twenty, and if *e did not get another
drop after this week we would still have
a good crop, but with another gsseral
rain later on we will simply haus corn
to throw away. The prospects, tap, are
good for at least fair prices for LI our
producte, end all we have to do now is
So serve the Lord and vole the Demo




The Hopkins county fair will begin
a Madisonville on July 81st arid con•
three five days During the fairlijipec-
tal train will be run from this city to
Madisonville, leaving hers each morn-
ing at 8:30 and returning will leave
Madtoonville at 5:30 iu the afternoon.
Many Hopkiusville people will doubt
less attend.
WILL GO TO CHINA.
— --
Among the officers who will
Obina in command of the
Stales troops there is
Alex Dade, of this oon
time he DM been stationed
ErhanAllen, In New Hauipeblre






The Calhoun Star maps:
"Pet rattlesnakes are the latest fad
With some Of oar farmers David Hieps
the intake nhatinvr, has Hiroo in raptly.
ity Shit had ow, on ponnintin tot Main
Nitwit Ortoptlay, II. lieNns miverol
blinkroslos Ille oleo Mils to loop nut
the rats and nigger,' "
....mew •
SA:11001 PERCAPITA.
Mimi MoDantel, county school super-
lutendent has advice, from the super-
intendent of public instruction that the
school pereapita for *his year will not
xotied $2 40, but the exact sur.unt is
not yet known. This is something in







to Our Store o-
elepholle
116
and we can fur
nish you either
Geo. V. Green's








Wholesale & GROCERSRetail 
Don't you want 10
OWN YOUR,
OWN HOMen
The South Kentucky Building
and Lurie Aseneiation of Hop-
kineville, Ky , will build you a'
house on Pao, monthly pay- i
clients. For particulars apply to
Henry C.:Oent, — Pres







Things You Should Know.
BANNER
Week In History Of To-
bacco Market,





This hie been the !limiter week in the
history of the Hopkinevine tobacco
market.
The sales this week amounted to 1,869
hogsboade; rejection", NO.
The King Bee tobacco buyer of the
west, E, Morrow, eame on market
siuoe last rale and bought privately over
1,600 hhds. Inge, u fuss reported, at
advance in price at ..ehost ,ier, thus
making him the meater of the lug situa-
tion. This leaves the stook on sale
largely lest of all grades and only about
1,500 birds all told. The soue of market
on breaks Dome stronger but no quota-
ble change in lprioes. The local rains
are of mach benefit to tobacco and corn,
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Sulphur is Imes Is Ike medical pre.
hum as as invaluable therapeutic
agent In all blood lied akin dinette,.
WINCHESTER"NEW RIVAL"
FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS
Me black powder shells on the market compare with the "Mew ktvAL" is maharnsity and strung *booting qualities. Sure firs and waterlines'. OM the;
IIMONESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - Is, Um Out
TWO KINDS OF FURNITURE
One for SHOW and the other for WEAR. We
combine the two by adopting the most graceful and
artistic styles to articles of every use. Hence our
Furniture is always artistic as well as durable. Out
Undertaking Department is up-to-date in every par
ticular.
Kitchen & Waller.
MAIN ST.- HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
OUR Milt-SUIVIMER
CLEARANCE SALE
Begins July 4th, Ends Aug. loth.
To the Trade :
Beginning Wednesday, July 4th, we will inaugu-
rate our Semi-Annual Clearance Side on every item in our
house, Dry Goods, Notions, Furnishing Goods, Millinery,
Shoes, etc,, nothing reserved,
The mere announoetnent of the giove feet W5 IHI
renders it entirely uniiposssary for us to send
out to you a large blanket advertisement, quot-
ing a thousand and one prices. The long ooetleu•
of gcods morethousands of dollars worth than we shOudla
ed rainy spell ha. been the cause of our haring
A MONEY-SAVING
OPPORTUNITY.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 30th, 1900,
Littall'a Liquid Sulphur is a clear 1101a- have at this season.
lion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its It is imperative therefore that we sell them even
waled. icuilstaseireede,b4ugticr stiqpuhtiliZerun"ledi: though many are sold at far less than they cost us. Some
lines will be sold atwill cnre any skin disease on earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether claimed
from Pric HALF PRICE, others ONE FOURTH
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the roost ag-
gravated ease of skin disease. For saki




Bain Jones gets off a good thing on-
emeionally, this for instant*: "The
MOM haatiairial aiotta is the world is en
see a family gathered around a besetb•
stone, with the head of the imamate d
reading his local paper-paid for in ad-
vance."- Ex.
RECEIVED 0000 PRICE
Mr. H. T. Horned, of ibis mangy,
sold his entire last year's crop of to•
bs000 this week, receiving $9 66 mutat.
The crop brought him 56,4W
PLEASURE AND OOMFORT can be
had by wearing our shop-mails' shoes If
you have never worn a pair you should
give an order at Goof.
JEFF MORRIS,
Over Clark's.
of their former prices, while all other lines in every depart-
ment will be sold at what they cost us. Our goads are
bought from the largest manufacturers and jobbers in this
country and bought as cheaply as any competitor can buy
them, hence these statements mean something. You may
ask how we can afford to do this; we reply first we wed
money more than goods; secondly, if we do not sell show's-
ands of dollars worth out of this present stock we can not
store any Fall Stock of any consequence whatever; under
such circumstances it is not therefore what we can afford,
but it is to move these goods out of the house that con-
fronts us; logs though it be to us to do so.
Let us assure you then, that this letter is not sent out
to attract or decei ve in any sense, but we mean precise/y
what we say, and if a saving of from 25 to 50% is any in-
ducement for you to buy what you shall need in the next
30 days, we offer the opportunity in this sale.
We will have a large corps of salesmen and salesladies,
who will wait on you promptly as it may be possible to do
so, and we hope you may be one of the many who will
share in its benefits. Yours very truly,
THE RICHARDS t,
Cor. 8th and Main Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky.
First, that we sell Bicycles. Handle
The Fowler: coat $85 and ill the beet
value ever offered Second, that we
have a lin» of Sundries which areof the
most recent designed, approved oon-
struction and lowest price. Third, that
we do bicycle repairing in a thoroughly
eftleient manner at the lowest prices
H. L. rioLiEs,
Suceeesor to E B. Rich & Co., No 113
lel eel Seventh Street, next to New Era!
offices, Hopkittaville, Ky.
eochit w swim I
rn
t_ 
Happy are the farmers who
bo7ght our brands of Fertilizers.
They doubled their money by the in-
vestment.
Mr. Jeff J. Garrott
Pembroke used Armour Bone Meal and
Homestead, He made 27i bushels to the
acre or 6,000 bushels on 220 acre.
Mr. James Clardy
Howell, used Armour Bone Meal and Ox
Brand and harvested 1750 bushels off 65
acres. On ft 20 acre lot he made 600 bushels
—30 bushels to the acre.
Mr. Jno. Garnett
of Bell, made 2(;•, hushels per acre from Ar-
mour Bone Meal.
Don't be talked into buying something JUST AS GOOD.
Use what you KNOW to be good.
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-P 1.? it Licit NW
Rev Era Printieg & Publish's Cs
SUMTER WOOS, President.
OFFICIE:-New Kra Building, Seventh
awe* near Main, lici9bulevlibte M.T.
1.00 A YEAR.
dlessesse as the possellos ta liesskinsetil•
s. sessad-alass mail matter
Friday, July 27, 1900.
- ANETITIVIN RATES:-
Uwe lath. lest Utsertion 
 $ 1 le
Oa* task ea* Meath  6111
One laoh. three Months    Oa
One hail. WA months CO
thealitah, ems year 
16 00
lama may be bad by applies,
MIN&
6 mtverlesiug must be paid for Ni
*Mt advertisements will be
rib=ssWie inserted without epee-
beetaarged fur until ordered
sal
Aaaamatielesealsoi Marriages and
501 emssiding gee liars, sued uo= UI111
ereseldag publialsed gratis.
Obituary Notices, Neitolutiona of ites
and other similar smitten, nve cents per
hilleMe- beiney rat.
haeuirer.





Vt/ • s' — lir are . — totter
W *Lir eV V mune ...
Th. wields New era meow, .. . .
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- CLIMBING RATES: —
WaltILLT N aw &we and Um lonowilig
Mae j. •
asit Courier-Journal.. „., ti s








own occav—tussuosaay Is limas




Im4Vruarzri,' Alirtl. July and 
October.
PaCAL Uottar-Firei Tuesday In April
sad October.







ADLAI E. STEVENSON, •
Of Illinois.
For Governor,
J. O. W BECKHAM,
of Nelson County,
For Onegreee. Second district,
' HON. HENRY D. ALLEN.
Humanity ham been staggered, not by
Oen Peal, but by Chinn
Le *adios Diok off for Heath, Mr.
Hama has doubtlee, made a mistake
Maybe Mr. Goebel killed himself just
beget Caleb Powers and his gang into
. thaabie.
The Hapablioan party hew made no
MGM whatever to discover She imamate
et Kr. Goebel and bring him to justice.
Teddy is apeeohifying all through the
mat. WI eves he Maeda a poor chance
DRen atadisoth when each exciting
news is audit' from abroad.
If you treat to keep cool, don't lo
ok
at the thermometer. Or, if you m
ost,
be sure that you &aye a chunk of ice
bendy se keep on the bulb.
The aseaseithetton organ' are w
asting
Mine and space try tug to ',onetime
 the
peels, that Kr. Goebel's death was not
the smolt of a oeuspirmiy.
ileasevele bas never . explained why
asespeed that nomination after
ONessing be wouldn't have it. Mark
llamashield make hint explain.
Hr. Vidor; hasn't yet answered that
qpitsselea as lie his intention to pardon
Saylor. Powers & 0o., in the event of
Ills Heath* Op She governorship.
U Pewees and his gang are not re-
fer Xs. 0oebel's death, why
'I he go on Oke sated and Sell who
At M afl probable that he is in
figeranes in regard to the matter.
ellaroops So China. It is whether thequietism teal whether 
we should
Stpleiden. @Wahl again usurp the
ettlberilly GC °Pogroms to involve the
t
y in a foreign war.
Liopkinsville New Ewa mys that
Ala Powers has enough lawyers to
lose hies. It is so be hoped that when
fileshang him lawyers will pull on his
se as to make a good job of it. -
Leader.
Skil palace are watching the Get-water with math anxiety. If hes.
NOM his leaders and leaves the Re-
14111ffissm *Sy in tbe middle west in
iks., - somitherablie proportion, Bryan
. hedeseed by a tremendous elerno-
.Inejorley.
Mile. wants to go to China and
posidble the administration will let
Ile. You 114111, theinominations have
sada and the President's ambi-
tion no longer be blocked even if
the General should make a great mill-
egry reputation.
tzirearly fear weeks of the month's de-
ShofhtlIso Naked to enable him
Not $100,000 haa passed and
Aim has been heard. Oso
thee ha has forgotten all about it?
t*asBoer war has been going on for
mesths and bkie fair so continue
more. However, the British
assampliebed me thing, they have
Aired AmSin
Mepthileess talk a great deal
Om !weal of the preemie Maim
bed hat a angle one of them realty
repealed, for they would thin
liable "WOW an tithe and the whole
t
if die voters would then be given
et the desalts of she smaitvi-
le emenlag to see how the Repnbli
brag on lit. Yorke.' persona/
. Well, it. not so surprising
*my should, as he's the first sen-
ator's* pus up for the odic*
Willis a quark" of a out Suzy, perhaps
Ithey've surprised Ilimessivas and may
be peedemed fur feeling $ pride in Um
ese. AspikM.elitum Mr. Yorke. is
all right, bee an man who indorses Tay.
tar is all rigid for governor. A good
admen will not necessarily make a good
eillow,for an officer's early libuslir-
teal. him and Mr. yeritee' party. bis
elate haa proved itself an enemy to law
and order.
_
Every scintilla of the damning ev.-
AMC* aplomb Caleb Powers has owns
haat She lips of Republicans, men who
IMO always his bosom friends and
women who are.said to have been his
sweseiteorts. So if any lies have been
told on him they are Republican lies
and he shouldn't blame the Democrate
for them. Its his, Republican friends
that he's accusing of perjury, but the
public don't believe that any of the wit
nem= so far have nation him.
The voters must remember that Mr
Yerkes was uominated by e convention
that indorsed and heartily approved of
W S. Taylor's criminal deeds while
eating as governor. The represeotative
of such • convention cannot be a safe
man tor the governorship.
SIN REWARD, SIN.
IgisesaGere of this paper will be pleas
ed to Isms that there is as least one
drooled disease that irietioe has been
abbe le Clare in all its stages and that is
°Mori Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
gdeitive cure known to the medical
. Uatarrh being a mastica-
ting/ dliii. requires • cousutational
ireasmems. Hali.• Catarrh Care is tak-
es theselially, looting directly upon the
Wed sad atitteas surfaces of the sys-
tem, thereby dessrayirg lb. fuendetioti
ad she Mumma and giving she peewit
MOWN as the seastitill
sMlbghslsiiIsdsl.ag IS. werk
ttsuumitiSsiibasneaseb talla is
1111 to amp Woe Use
Maadred Doltr Ikely ewe that it
fsl.lutosan. Bead fir liel et teatimes-
▪ Addeess, F V/4. 1CNICY & ,
Sold by dregglais 750 lul.d
o, u
Hall's Family Pills are the bees
en-ese-
The Republican organs and leaders
deny that anybody lei far inodioted in
connection with the assassination is
guilty. Next they will be denying that
Mr. Goebel is dead, and will be claim-
ing that his funeral and bueisJ was jest
asGoetrel trick. Snob a claim would be
equally as sensible as some they do
make.
Between the thee of fifteen and forty-
five, the time when womanhood been,.
and motherhood elide, it is estimated
that the aggregate term of woman's
suffering is ten years. Ten years out of
thirty! One-third of the best part of a
woman's life sacrificed! Think of the
enormous loss Of time! But time is not
all that is lost. Those years of suffer-
ing steal the bloom from tne cheeky,
brightness from the eyes, the fairness
from the form. They write their record
In many a crease and wrinkle. What a
hem then to woman is Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It promotes per-
fect regularity, dries up debilitating
drains, heals ulceration, cures female
weakness and established the delicate
womanly organs in vigoious and perm-
anent health. No other mrdicine can
do for a woman what is done by Dr.
Pierce'. Favorite Prescription.
One striking illustration used by
speakers against the trust, which makes
possible the accumulation of millions of
dollars, is drawn from a little sum in
artthmetic. Take a man at the date of
the birth of Christ, and set him to work
on wages that permit a saving of a dol-
lar a day. It he had worked 380 days In
a year up to this time, he would still
have 1,500 years to work before lee
would have accumulated a million dol-
lars. Then, sine. wealth represent. hu-
man labor, the injostios of a system
Which nornilt• one man tit • few years
liMe to became possessed of not one mil.
lion dollars merely, but MOM of mil-
lions of dollars, can be seer. at a glance
KENTUCKY FAIR DATES
RichinondJuly 24-4 days.
Madisonville. July 31-5 days
Cynthiana, July 31-4 days
Winchester. Elks, August 1-3 days
Danville, August 7-4 days.
Princeton, August 8- 4days.
Logiageon, August 13-5 day.
Are Ono. Aug. 14-8 days,
Gthenville, Aug 15-4 days.
Lawrenceborg, August 21-4 days.
Ihepherdbville, August 21-6 day..
Lagrange, August 28-3 days.
Lebanon, Aug. 27-3 days.
Shelbyville. August 28-4 days.
Germantown, August 29-4 days.
Springfield. August 30-8 days.
Herded'', September 4-5 day.
Alexanise, September 4-5 days.
glisabethtown, September 11-4 days
Bowling Green, September 12-4 days
Mt. Olivet, September 13-8 days
Owensboro. September 18-5 days.
Glasgow, September 19-4 days.
Hopkinsville, Elks, Sept. 25-5 days.
Henderson, September 25-4 days.
Frankfort Street Fair. Slept. 25-28.
Horse Cave, Sept. 26-4 days.
Owenton, Sept. 26-4 days.
Hartford. October 5-3 days.
BRDOMS WILL 00 UP.
A Skirt Crop of Broom Corm Will Boast
Prices Greatly.
In sixty days the housewife will be
forced to pay more for her brooms
The broom nom crop is short one half
of what it visually is When the crop
Is harvested and the factories begin to
make sweepers from it the prices will
Mira a jump.
The local dealers say it I. impoosibee
to tell how big, the advance wit be, bat
that it is sure to come.
The corn Is now selling at $leo a ton
and the new crop will bring even high-
er than than that A light crop was
planted this year and the light crop
combined with rain and bugs will make
the supply one-half what it was hist
year. so it it; said by those in a positton
to know.
The largest broom corn 'motion is in
central Illinois. Last year it prodeoed
e0,000 toes of corn and this year the
mop will not reach over 10,000 tons.
The *action in Kansas produced 12,000
lade year and tide season will produce
only 8,000; Texas raised 10,000 and this
year will route joie 150 ton..
Reports have been secured from all
the big crops. They show such a great
felling et that it 1. feared it will be
bard to secure the desired supply. A
report from Texas say. that not over
six oar loads will be sent out of that
settee.
The crop will not reach the factory
until the fine of October. Then the ad-
vance in brooms can be expected at
011041. The advance in =teen ceased I
the growers In Texas to a:tendon ahetr
broom corn crop 'they could make
more by far oat of their cotton crop.
-•••••••••--_







Attracts A Visitor To fir.
Elbert A iley's.




L at night about 8:30 o'clock Mr. El
ben Wiley discovered a man in his
house searching for u coney
Mr Wiley had gone bout. and put
some money into a trault in his roem
and locking it went on out to the stable
where he remained a short while As
he entered Ite house on his return he
New a man trying to open the trunk in
se hied he had plaited the money.
On being discovered the would-be-
thief ran itud succeeded in making good
his escape. It NM dark awl Mr Wiley
was unable to tell whether the man was
white or black.
An exaninat.ou revealed the fact that
the lock had beeu bnikeu and that if he
had not been diwoveirel when he was,
the man *mild won heirs gotten the
matey, Mr Wiley Malaita the niati
moot hare b.u. Manila* outside She
Mario, 'Meets, him whoa he pat the
Moue, 14154 the leash.
VICTORY
For the Osteepallit-Practice at Last Leg.




Gast Wednesday the court of Appeals
of the State of Kentucky, after decid
tug that the laws of the state condoling
doctors of medicine did not include doc-
tors of Osteopathy issued a perpetual in.
junction against the State Board of
Health.restaining them from interfering
with the practitioners of Osteopathy.
The decision was reached in • case ap-
pealed from the Jefferson Circuit Court
and in effect =tem*e any nurutter of
suits now penning all over the State,
and forever settles the right of Osteo-
pathists to practice in this State.
This is indeed • victory for Osteop-
athy! Every since its first introduction
into the State it has encountered the
continued and aggressive opposition of
the medical fraternity. Under the., au-
spices uf the State Board of Health,
backed by numbers, influlluce and
wealth, the battle has been bitter and
prolonged. Lawyers and lobbyists have
done their utmost to enact and enforce
hostile legislation Persecution took
the place of prosecution, and neither
pains nor expenses were spared to force
Osteopathy from the field. "Bat truth
La mighty and will prevail," and finally
Osteopathy outlived slander and prejo-
dioe-engendered strife, and from being
ridiculed as a "free cures," has come to
be recognised by our blithest ooart, and
again in Sim history of human affairs
right has triumphed over might This
opens Kentucky to Osteopathy fur all
time to come and assures every lenient
and practitioner of the science that so
long as he is located inKentucky at teasel
he will remain unmolested. Here is a
field large enough for every Osteopath
in Christendom to find employment and
when added to the eight other States
which have likewise recognized Osteo-
rattly as a profession it affords a field
which cannot be filled for years to come.
More important still K... perhaps is the in-
fluence which the dikision of such a
court will have upon the courts of other
Stated. Standing high as our Court of
Appeals does, Its opinion is a powerful
precedent which exercises a persuasive
inflames over the entire jurisprudence
of the nation. In short, it simply shows
that Osteopathy will receive the stamp
of approval of the highest culture and
profoundest learning in the 'aed when-
ever the facts are properly presented.
This [Aims true, it is a self evigent fact
that it is only a matter of time when the
ecienoe will be universally 'tempted and
all the school. in existence if filled with
students to their utmost capacity, could
not supply the demand that will exist
for practitioners for years to come.
WM course it. richest benefits so far as
teis State is cemented will fall on
Frankliu and the Southern School of
Osteopathy. Having tbe science recog-
nized by such a tribunal will recom-
mend it to every man or woman iu the
Peace who is seeking a profession,
of course on this amount mere pupils
will be enrolled this fall than ever be-
fore.
Catalogue and Journal on request.
Address oil




Last Night Did Considera-
ble 1 amage.




Last night a few minutes before 12
o'clock the second story of the building
occupied by Bouts & Anderson as it car-
riage factory a as discovered to be on
tire, end the alarm was instantly sound-
ed, three railroad engines assisting the
bell in arousing the sleeping town
The fire department was goon on hand
and did some of the very beet work ever
done in this or any other town, for the
burning building was fall Of inflamma-
ble-material such as paints, oil., vete
mole heir, shavingieetc ,and the firemen
succeeded in confining the flames to the
second story-in which they originated
-sod finally extinguished them entirely
West credit is due them for their work,
The entire interior of the second story
was burned oat. Several buggies and
Other Vehicles besidee a large lot Di emit.
ty material were loaned.
Tin oily damage dome to 'whoa the
list Noe was by smoke, sad the Neale,
that sae thvosell from the Ilitur abuse
The boildiog was the properly of Mr
W. T. Boat* and was insured for $1,-
800, which it,. estimated will hardly
pay for the damage done, as the entire
long second story Was destroyed and the
eutire roof ruined besides considerable
injury to the walls
, Messrs. John F Bonte and J E An-
derson, who own the carriage business,
estimate that their loss will not fall a
cent under v.1.800 and may go over $3,-
000 They carried a policy of $1,500 on
their stock and matetial, which leaves
them with at least $1,300 of their toes
to bear.
The origin of the firs. is a mystery, as
there had been no fire about the build-
ing yesterday
Mr. (leo Edwards, of the firm of Ed-
wards & Watkitee who have an imple-
ment establishment in the same build-
ing, had a narrow escape He and hi.
son, a boy about fourteen years old,
were sleeping in the third story at the
west end df the house next to the I 0.
depot, and when they awoke the fire
and smoke had cut them off from the
steps which were near the center of the
building. Fortunately they bad a rope
in their room which they had taken up
after the Frankel Ore some months ago
and kept for just such an emergeney as
confronted them last night. They fas-
teded the rope to their ted and reached
the ground in safety.
WILL FARM.
Prof John Keitb, who has taught
school in North (Melodist' for a number
OT year', and Whir tor e•ima of_the best
teachers in that part of the county, has
decided to give op teaching and try
farming a while
He is building a aloe residence on hie
farm In the Red Hill no lehhorh000
ILL FROM DROPSY.
Mr. Thai Wilkey, who liver in the
neighborhood of Mannington, is very ill
from dropsy, and his death is expected
to wear at most any moment
DIED SUNDAY.
—
Mr. Walter Courtney Succumbed To Am
Attack, of Typhoid Fever.
Mr. Walter Courtney, a well known
and highly esteemed young man, whoae
home was about a mile and a half north
of the city, died Sunday from typhoid
fever.
He had been for some time an atten-
dant at the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane. Some weeks ago he be-
came ill at the asylum and was taken to
his home, where he gradually grew
worse until the end came Sunday.
Mr. Courtney was about 25 years of
age, and Was a son of Mr. J. H. Court-
ney. He was very highly thought of by
all who knew him.
USED TO BE
A NEGRO,
But Now Poses As White
And Does Society.
iiiPeCIAJL TO WNW BMA j
BALTIMORE, Md., July 26 -George
B. Hamlet, a post office inspector of this
etty, has been charged witn leneing his
and
railroad pass and badge and furnishing
government transportation to various
persons. The charges have also devel-
oped the fact that when a resident of
Louisiana, Hamlet was known as a ne-
gro, whereas he now passes as a white
man and has cut something of a figure
in good society in Southern Maryland.
BAD COMPLEXIONS
Dry Thin and Falling Hair
and Red Rough Hands
Prevented by
CUTICURA SOAP.
MILLIONS use CUTICURA SOAP exclusively for preserving, purifying,
and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of cruets, scales,
and dandruff, and the stopping of falling hair, for softening, whiten-
ing, and soothing red, rough, and sore hands, in the form of baths for
annoying irritations, inflammations, and chatings, or too free or
offensive perspiration, in the form of washes, for ulcerative we
ak-
nesses, and for many sanative antiseptic purposes which readily s
ug-
gest themselves to women, and especially to mothers, and for all 
the
purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. No amount of persuas
ion
can induce those who have once used it to use any other, especi
ally for
preserving and purifying the skin, scalp, and hair of infants and ch
il-
dren. CUTICURA SOAP combines delicate emollient properties deri
ved
from Curicuile, the great skin cure, with the purest of cleansin
g ingre-
dients and the most refreshing of flower odors. No othe
r medicated
soap ever compounded is to be compared with it for prese
rving, puri-
fying, and beautifying the skin, scalp, hair, and hands. No ot
her for-
eign or domestic toilet soap, however expensive, is to be compar
ed with
It for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. Thus
 it com-
bines in Owit SOAP at ()NE PRICIE, Viz., T w evry-riva Czwrs, th
e it F,ST
skin and complexion soap, szsr toilet and BLOT baby soap in the wor
ld.
Complete Ixtarnal and Internal Troatmont for Ivory 
Humor,
coesistiag elf COMM& SKS. to KKK, the skis semi seam of WINS sad MAWS, 
sad auftaa
the ildelmatid eallsasollihiesessa 011elmeet. le imiantly aft hellos sad Wellation, 
sad soothe
and Kai, serf Collette& amtef.vewr. to mot sod slams. die meas. Prise, Two Ser. $1.M. or.
ADM% 155,, Orwritenv. lee.. ltstici.V1W1, les. Bold th ssuS the world. POTTIIII D
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Major John W. Breathitt went down
so Dawson yesterday and brought Mr.
Gus Breathitt home
An examination revealed the fact that
Mr. Breathitt was suffering acutely
from appendicithe
Dr. Walker, the well known Evans-
Title surgeon, was at once telegraphed
for, and strived here on the early train
this morning.
After an examination he decided that
an immediate operation was necessary
to save the patient's life. An illeislon
was made in the groin, the appendix
was removed and the patient is now
doing as well ea could be expected un•
der the eircutustanove.
- • • MIIIO•
DOG TAX,
••••••••=0•••
°wawa al Dap Will Mel Maw To Pay
City Tat,
All persons within ins ell! Mutts whit
own dims will loos so walk up to the
oily 'clerk'. desk on the first day of Au-
gust and cough up a dollar for the city
or their dogs will be killed by the
lice
The dog tax is is vrry unjust tax, hut
as it is legal it has to be paid.
ON THE WING.
0 •
LAY TONSVILLE, Ky, July 34.-
After an absence of four years this fluds
me circulating as a visitor among the
good people of this section.
-The general crops are looking well.
The farmers are about out of the grass,
and the prospect for biscuit, hog and
bontioy ts fi t,tering.
-Mr Juts S. Shaw,who 1. 76 years old,
is looking hale and hearty. Hie rood
lady who is an excellent entertainer, al-
ways welcomes her 'med.* in woe Old
Kentucky style
-A protrected meeting began at
Vaughn'. °impel hot night conducted
by Revs. Bowles and Basler. They are
zealous ministers and I wish them a
anceeseful meetirg
-Messrs Shaw & Sons are delivering
at Hopkiusville their wheat crop
amounting to 800 busbels.
-Mrs Mollie Sands, the efficient post
mistress at this place, is quite sick.
-Wm M. Dollies, ex-Oonfederste,
was a member of John Morgan's com-
mand. He was a gallant soldier He
was wounded nine times and taken
prisoner once. All old Confederates
have kind wishes for him.
Miss Georgia Fruit will teach the
Tilltri.....1w11 She is well qualified.
--Twenty•four years ago ye emit*
=me among this people a stranger and
for five year. served them in an humble
rap/icily. The good citizens of Lay-
tonsville and vlediity will always have
a warm plena in my heart. May God
blase them
-Mr. Eddie Henderson is running a
throttling machine in Todd county. So
far he has been quite successful.
- On my way to your city I met Mr
Wm. Dalin, an old acquaintance. He
told me he was still a dyed-in-the-wool
Democrat
-Its too hot to talk politics. If the
writer had served his Maker as well as
be has teemed the Democratic party he
would have been in a better fix in his
old age.
-Democrats, let harmony be your
watchword. It will take the united ef-
fort of every member of that faith to
pull through in November next.
-Among the wide-a-wake farmers in
this section are Jan as Ei. and Aleek
Shaw, 'Squire Henderson, Win Dollins,
Jae °ebb. Jas and Jobn Forbes, Frank
and Wru. Wilkins, black Dulin, etc.
SQUEDUNO.
• 
TRUST THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED
I suffered from eatarrh of the worse
kind and never hoped for cure but Ely's
Cream Balm seems to do even that.-
Oscar Ostrom, 45 Warren Aye, Chicago,
I suffered from catarrh; it got so bad
I could not work; I used Ely's Cream
Balm and am entirely well. -A.
Clark, 341, Shawmat Ave, Boston, him
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 5(k. or
mailed by Ely Brother., 5e, Warren St.,
New York
WANT TO FIGHT
Bowling Green Mee Anxious For Service
In China.
A number of Bowling Green "boys"
are very anxious to fight and hope that
President McKinley will mill for volun-
teers In speaking of the matter the
Timm of yesterday said:
"If Uncle Sam calls for volunteers
there are a number of Bowling Green
men who will don their country's uni-
form for service in the Oeleetial King-
dom. Among them are Ool.T.J. Smith,
who commanded the Third Kentucky
with each splendid success during the
Spanish-American war, Maj. E. H.
Watt, Lieutenants Mitchell Jenkins,
and Strange, Captain R. 0. P.
Thomas, Lieutenant Denhardt, Ev-
erett Overstreet, Ed Hines, Nick
Harrell, Hugh Wright,Jack M. Russell,
Henry Williams, Oh= IC Wright, Brit
Neighbors, Tom Jones, Jess Morgan,
Ohms Milliken, Louis Martin, Hon.
Warner U Gilder, Will Hay, James
Faxon and others too numerous to men-
tion. If Uncle Sam will make the call
Bowling Green will respond with alac-
rity "
HAS GONE TO CUBA.
Mr. (lam Ballard left this morning
for Oardenas, Cuba, where be will enter
the employ of the Cuban and American
Sugar Company It is likely that hb
will have charge of the commissary de.
partment, though he will be given his
choice of three or four positions.
While in Oubs he became acquainted
with the men now at the head of this
concern and when they began bus
iness
they at once offered him a position.
GERMANY A THIEF
Laughs at American Chi- Snatches A Satchel And
nese Policy. Makes His Escape.
Li Hung Chang Says It Efforts Of The Police To
Would be Suicidal to Find The Rascal Were
March on Pekin. Futile.
[Cablegram.
BERLIN, July 25,-Official Germany
is laughing at the American Chinese
policy.
German officials are satisfied that all
foreigners in Pekin have been massacred
and they are amused as the fai:h that
the Washington government is placing
in Chinese pledgee and messages from
Gauger, another of which was received
at Washington today dated July 4.
Ohms wanted Germany to mediate,
but Count Von Bnelow even refused to
disturb the Kaiser by handing him the
message.
[Special to New Eral
NEW YORK, July 25.-A dispatch
from Shanghai Gaye
Li Haiti Wiling, who ',Mead here
Illatertiay Os his way to Peltla4, ilostved
the Woold's sonespoodeat twilay lissi
Sailed Of the aileatios, Me said le wet
"The adialliire Of the le4tattswie ate
.101 Wive, bat an advance of 61111
troops on ieskiu from Teu Talu would
probably be the death herald of every
whits man in Pekin.
"Then the conservative element
would be entirely overpowered by the
radicals.
-The causes of the present situation
were the lack of backbone and a wrong
policy on the pert of the Chinese gov•
erunteut, while the drastic tneasuret of
the foreign powers aggravated the situ-
ation.
"We thank the Amerioaes for their
friendship, which we have always ap-
preciated, and Admiral Kempff for his
justice and forbearance in refusing to
join in the bombardment of the Taku
forts.
"We are trusting America to stand by
the integrity of the Chinese empire.
"I will say that if the powers do not
attempt to partion China, then the sou•
them n and central provinces, which now
are peaceful, will no longer be neutral,
but all the (Thine's) of all classes will
tight the foreigners with every means
in their power.
"With a strong hand to fight for the
policy of the integrity of the empire, it
can be maintained and effluent reforms
eac be made."
Despite his extreme age it is generally
understood that Prince Li's ambition is
to have a foreign army at his disposal
to pacify the rebellious districts and
maintain order throughout the empire
after the present insurrection is sup-
pressed.
I asked him if he could restore order
with 20,000 white troops. "With less,"
he replied. "The boxers are a rabble,
ass we tee 1 would turn to
my side the imperial troops too but the
powers do not want them and would
not permit.
"I do not know when 1 thall go to
Tien Talc and take up my duties as
Viceroy Of the metropolitan pr ethics of
Ohl Lt."
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. C, July 25 -
Another cable message-dated July 4th
-from Minister Conger at Pekin was
received at the state department today.
It is now feared hire that a general
massacre of foreigners has taken place.
DIED OF CONSIJMHTION.
Miss Susie Goodwin, daughter of a
widow wno lives out in the neighbor
hood of the old fair ground died yester-
day of consumption. The funeral took
place at 3 o'clock this afternoou
GOV. 00EBEL'S MURDERER.
Detective Armstrong sari evidence
has been secured from a party who hap
pened into Georgetown fromit be moun-
tains by accident showing beyond a
doubt that Jim Howard fireti the shot
that killed Goebel. The lateirt proof, so
those connected with the prosecution
say, drives the heat nail into Howard'.
coffin, and furnishes the missing link
in the investigation of the crime




Quinine has advanced seventeen cents
an ounce wholesale and twenty five
cents retell owing to the diminution of
einehoaa bark stocks in Loodon. The
fact that the season for the use of Quin
ins is now on, coupled with the increas-
ed demand consequent on the *ending
of troops to Mina, is responsible for the
decrease in supply. It is probable that
the drug will advance more in the near
future.
A SILVER LINING,.
The Weed, the Louisville tobacco jour-
nal, says:
Just as we anticipated, reports of the
growing crop in the Green River and
Dark leaf districts are lass gloomy than
they were. It cannot be said that these
reports show the slightest tendency to
optimism, but there appears So be a ell-
yew lining which may gradually enlarge
as the P01180t1 advance.. We must never
forget tbe recuperative power of the
weed and in drawing our conclusions as
to the eventual outcome we mast bear
this point in mind.
BROKE ITS NECK.
Iris reported that oir Sunday night
some time a young child of William
Townsend, who resides at Bennett.-




Mr. Paton Lyell, of Muhlenberg
county, and Miss Mollie Bullock, of the
Red Hill neighborhood in North ('hrist-
Ise, were quietly married at the bride's
home a few days ago.
Gish de Owner'. Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheumatism and neuralgia
TOUCNES THE SPOT. At druggists.
„
From Wednesday's daily.
Last evening Miss Lou Meacham, of
this city, was the victim of a bold thief
She had been out to the asylum and
was returning, when near the asylum
gage she passed two negroes -one of
whom had on a long overcoat One of
the men reached in the back of the bog-
gy and took out a valise that was there,
and then quickened his pule oonsiders-
bly.
Miss Meacbain, who was alone, drove
on to the city and reported the matter
to the police, who at once went out into
the asylum neighborhood and scoured
all that part of the country in hopes of
being able to find the thief, but saw no-
body in any way answering the demerit).
Mon.
Beside. a lot of olothitig the stolen
valise 000taimed a onkel bosh Is which
thor ass a tea dollar MIL
emiteamumwallailliaalliworstamerem
AN AGM LADY DOM
Mrs. Unite Pete' Psalm Away At lime
Of Mn, Case. McDaniel.
•••••
From Wednesday's daily.
Mrs Orrin Green, aged 80 years, died
about 6 o'clock lain evening at the home
of her son-in-law, Mr. ()harlot McDan-
iel, in this city.
Her death was due to a general giv•
ing•way of the system on account of ad-
•soced age.
Mrs. Green came here from Pittsfield,
Ill., some years ago and has 51000 been
making her home with her daughter
and son in-law She was a true Christ-




At 11:31) o'clock this morning, at the
home of Mr L W. °Ivey, on South
Main street in this city, Mr. Ed Rags-
dale, of Cllarkiivillee:vas married to Miss
Ida Olaxton, of the Oasky neighbor-
hood
SERIOUSLY INJURED.
Nashville Imsarasce Man Breaks As
Ankle.
From Wednesday's daily.
Yesterday while Mr. J. H. Smith, of
Nashville, an agent for the Maseachn•
setts Mutual Life Insurance company,
and another insurance man, named
Barrett, were driving a span of horses
down the Olarksvill• pike near Mr. W.
S. Moore's residence, the horses became
frightened and ran off.
When the homes began So run, Mr.
Smith became excited and jumped from
the buggy He fell into a deep ditch
and In the fall both bones in one of his
ankles were broken.
After the horses ran a abort estrum
Mr. Barrett suotheded in stopping
Sheen.
Tjme injured man was brought to this
city, where his ankle was properly
dressed. He was sent to hirk home in
Nashville on the evening train.
His injury is very serious as well as
very painful, and it will be many weeks
before be will be able to get about.
PON POINTS.
Rev. P. E. Herndon will preach at the
Baptist church here on Saturday night
before the second Senday in August.
Rev. B. F. Hyde will hold a pro-
tracted meeting in an arbor on the
Matt Kelly farm beginning Monday
night, July 22d. The people of this
community are making great prepa-
rations to attend, as Rev. Hyde isone of
the ablest divines in the =ate.
- Mr. and Mrs. N. 0. King are visit-
ing friends in LivIngetone county this
week.
-Mime Ora King is in Henderson vie.
lung her aunt, Mrs J. A. Boyd,wbo has
been quite sick for some time.
-Mrs. Maude Purcell is visiting her
niece, Mrs. Mamie Oomplioa, of Nebo,
Ky.
-Mrs. Mettle Berry, of Ktrkmans•
villa, spent last week with her sister,
Mrs A. 0. King.
The entertainment at Mr. L B
King's Monday night given In honor of
Messrs. Willie Oates and Alfred Tucker,
of Greenville, was quite a income The
names of those present are: Misses
Bertha sue Ellen King, Lena Pamir,
Kate and Matye Clark, Anne and Ber-
nard Ming, Edna Forbes and Bina
King, Masers Willie Oates, Alfred
Tucker, Joe White, Edward and Willie
Clark, Richard Oannon and Tom Un-
derwood QUEEN.
DURRANT WAS INNOCENT.
The Pastor Of The Church Murdered The
Two Girls.
Theodore Darrel* the young man
who was bung about two yeare ago, at
dan.Franciaoo, California, on cirourn
'Untie.] evidence for murdering two
young ladies in the cupola of Ball1000
Baptist church, was innocent, as he ail
ways claimed. The preacher in charge
of that church, who died reoently, con-
fessed on his death bed that he killed
the girls and laid it on poor Darrant.
Thousands of dollars were spent on this
trial, and the mother of the boy is hope-
lessly insane
The preacher had been intimate with
the girls, and killed them 12 order to
save his reputation
Durrant always said that the preacher
was the murderer, and thousands of
people believed him.
THINKS HE'S THE STUFF.
Terry McGovern says he s ready to
meet any man in the world at from 
118
to 11$ pound. "I don't bar any 
one,"
said McGovern, "but I want it 
under-
stood that I won't go out o
f my class to




Is the ONLY place in Hopkinsville to buy
Fine Whiskies, Fine Winci, Finc
Liquors, Fine Brandies, and Fine Cigars
Quality and Service Considered.
The Lowest Priced house in this secsion
of the State.
STAG LIQUOR CO.,
THOME 311 Opera Hone BMW,






new grounds within GOT
limits FIVE DAYS
July 31, August 1, 2,
3 and 4, 1900.
Kemp's Mammoth Wild West
And Roman Hippodrome
With many New and Startling Features free to all each day
Largest and Finegt Amphitheatre in the State!
SIX RATTLING RACES DAILY!
Something : Kept: Going : All : The : Time!
Special Train Leaves Hopkinsvilie at 8:30
Each Morning. Returning leaves Madisonville 5:30
p. m. One fare round trip.
gerninoeton and Greenville Fein with Kemp'? Wild Woe. following? week
BETHEL FEMALE COLLEGE
Hopkineville, Kentucky.
A' SELECT HOME SCHOOL FCR GIRLS.
Eight Academic School. Motto, Art, Elocution, Phytioa
l Culture. Eleven
Instructors, graduates of lending tortitutione, tested by espa
rtos**. Maths ad
study eiretive-adapeed to preparation of pupil Thorough work KIM
line The idea, a true woman, gentle and cultivated. AU
 modern
healthful, refined, ale...ibis Town patronage desired. Terms moderaM. Writs
ter catalogue.
EDMUND HARRISON, A M . President.
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tillrlasvisa experienced teeehe.8,eace ow. a specialist is his 
line. 0 4 besets
this bool are:prefer. e.by.beesineeenlonees. There are 
*titer eattembs
than ours, but nese that en offer our tisailittem
EfirafingitEgaggiall
NITHE PALACE",
The Latest in Summer Millinery.
JENT BARGAINS
FROM JUNE 4TH TO 23RD.
rn These goods are Pretty, Stylish, Up•to-Date. 
I can gave
LAYNE. ix3 A I





Will Olean Your Suits By a New 
Fre-
i:Mae Your work will be done any
time you want i We- want
Your Trade 
Ladies' Work a Specialty.
Look up what you want clone a
nd
then telephone 134-4 and my agent will














Ai, rrtusve coo a as
Ar lisn'son 9:10 a in
Ar . ode a m
Lv Prin'ton Cle • m
Sr. Leonetti, yes
•
Lv Prin'ton 4306 a is
Ar Paducah Cie Oa
Ar Memphis
Ar Now Orleans
No. sti Arrives at Hopkinsville,S:in &Ai
Mali. Arrives at Hopkinsville, 
4:11) p.m
No. IIII Arrives at Hopkinev111401MD p m
K. It. Miteswoon, Agt
Bopirinterille, KY
W A. ligt.LOwD, a. G. P. A.,
LoriterWie Ky















Patent Lawyers. W A$14 1 MOTO'S, D.C.
iboallob•
ei ei 1 MINIMININIM
Things You Should1Know.
First, that we sell Bicycles. Handle
The Fowler: cost $35 and is the beet
value ever offered. Second, thai we
have s line of Sundries which are of the
most recent designed, approved 0011-
*traction and lowest price. Third, that
we do bicycle repairing in a thorouOly
efficient manner at the lowest prices.
Ii. L. tioLriEs,
Succemor to E M. Rich & Oo , No 113
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New Era Printing & Publisteg Co
SUMTER WOOD, Prosidelit.
OFFICE:-New Era Build, Seventh
Wet* near Main, Hopkinle., Ky.
ll 1 .00 A YEAR.
4-
in Hopkinsvilledastamet at she posh:Mee
as &mooed-slam mail matter
Friday, July 27, 1900.
— ADVERTISING RATES: -
One tech, 
Sub 
first insertiou     5 160EIMOla, Ire ru it. La ths
6 et
inch, six month. v tie
time Utah, one year  16 4.10
Additional rates may be bad by applica-
tion at the °Moe.
fresaisat advertising must be paid for in
advaistis
(bargee tor jowly ativertleentents will be
sollemed quorteriy.
All advertisements Inserted without spec-
ili414 MIN* wiU be °Merged for until ordered
oat.
Aoaceineemieute or ilArrissges and Death*,
not exceeding Ave Uses, and uouces of
preachi y pl"roicesbtlished, 
gratis.
Obi c Resolution.of Respect,
and other similar outicoe, dee mints per lino.
-CLUBBING RATES:-
rrui. .Laf.:Ii. ew kite 111/1C1 the loliowiudye
eli ewe Courier-Journal  Ii 1.
Le:kg ea. LOWS Raq.);1:04.110 1I tdIa5
. Ise
lallf glisEauulierfean I
;ill-61017 - Tlirr =1" 1 so
bony Usull= Post ......... ... . I is
Mallphime-liciten .. it&
Itieeitty Atawaal;unatnutfrou 17S
Wesitly NeW York Tribune   .. 1 VI
Tri-Weskiy /Sew York. Tribune ..  . 176
egestai einbelost rates swim any mattairitae
as afiretssonar pulsar/mei in Um United btatia
--- -----'"--- -'----- - -- -
COUNT nualterotil.
I
Ontourr Om= -First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
bendier.
T Cousi-Seoond Mondayi
Intietrtaary April. July and October.
illecat. COOZT-First Tuesday in April
and October.

















J. 0. W. BECKHAM.
of Nelson County,
TM Onstprees, Second district,
' NON. MIRY D. ALLEN.
Riamenity Maltese staggered, not by
Oage Paul, but by °hien
I. eroding Dick off for Heath, Mr.
Hanna has doubtless made, a mistake
Maybe Mr. Goebel killed himself just
beget Caleb Powers and his gang into
toonbile.
The Republican party ham made no
effort whatever to discover the assassin
et Mr. Goebel and bring him to justice
Teddy is speechifying all through the
watt, but even he stands a poor chance
for an indienoe when such exciting
sews is coining from abroad.
If yer went to keep cool, don't look
at the thermometer. Or, if you must,
be sore thai you thave a chunk of ice
heady m keep on the bulb.
The organs are wastingammidnation
time and space trying to convince the
public that Mr. Goebers death was not
Ike result of a conspiracy.
Bereovelt has never explained why
he aseeptad that nomination after
liMinodag he wouldn't have it. Mark
allistsa aliesid make him explain.
Ur. Yerites hatin't yet answered that
question use his intention to pardon
71sylor, Powers & Co., in the event of
his election to the governorship.
It Powers and his gang are not re-
bl
he go on the stand and tell who=3e for Mr. 
Goebel's death, why
bit is Dot at all probable that he is in
fliperanoe in regard to the matter.
,
regulation isn't whether we should, trams to China. It is whether the
11.11011.4ent should again usurp the
allIMMeity of Oongress to involve the
dialstry in a foreign war. '
o•
'141141 Hopkinsville Now ERA says that
Gnieb Powers has enough lawyers to
hang him. It is to be hoped that when
helia hung his lawyers will pull on his
*It 00 ae so make a good jnb of it.-
Leader.
— -- -
;.111eth parties are watching the C.:Ter-
tian voter wish much anxiety. If he
ifilliewr his leaders and Leaves she Re-
pellant' party in the middle west in
Weir omasiderable proportion, Bryan .
111.1 be sinned by a tremendous electo-
4. -
it.
lea. Milee wants to go to China andthe administration let'possible will
-r
You see, thsthominations have
* toad, and the President's anibi-
oan no longer be blocked even ifEFO.
the General should make a great mili-
Nmy reputation.
Nearly four weeks of the mouth's de-
tip Oak the Sultan asked to enable him
blIkaidisce that $100,000 had passed and
sfarther chirp has been heard. Oen
Ate that he hae forgotten all about it?
The Boer has bests forwar going on
lip months and bide fair to continue
Illreeveral inore. However, the British
teedaccomplished one thing, they haveAlfred Austin.
.--
The Republicans talk a great deal
dint the repeal of the present election
Vet not a single one of them reallyit repealed, for they would tb 30
to kit without an issue and the whole
EOfy
the voters would then be given
of the details of the 111411141-
is annamiag to see how the Repel:4i-
brag on Mr. Fortes' persona/
. Well, Its not so surprising
they should, as he's the first gen-
they've pat up for the office
dada • quarter of s oen tory, perhaps
thee** surprised themselves and may
a pardoned for feeling a pride in the
et. As • private citizen Mr. Yorke. is
, bat no man who indorses Tay.
risks Inv onwerrine A wand
right
le Is an
itizen will not necessarily wake a good
ofBcer,for an i ptrit mtialon•
bele him and Mr. Yerke-' party his
state has proved itself au enemy to law
and cadet.
_
Every scintilla of the damning evt-
.denoe against Caleb Powers has ' Mune
from the lips of Republicans, men who
were always his bosom friends and
women who are said to have been his
sweethearts. So if any lies have been
told on him they are Republican lies
and he shouldn't blame the Democrats
for them. It's his, Republican friends
that he's accusing of perjury, but the
public don't believe that any of the wit
name. so far have lied on him.
The voters muss remember that Mr
Yorke* was nominated by e oonvention
that indorsed and heartily approved of
W O. Taylor's criminal deeds while
acting as governor. The representatIve
of such a convention cannot be a safe
man tor the governorship.
SIN REWARD, 511$.
Tte readers of this paper will be pleas
lid to learn that there is at least one
dreaded disease that trience hae been
able to cure in all its stages and that is
Catarrh Hall's Catarrh (Jute is the
only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Oatarrh being a ociustitu-
tional disease require/8 a eenistitutional
treatment. Hales Oatarrh Cure is tak-
en internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mnoous surfaces of the sys-
tem, thereby destroying the foundation
of she disease and giving she patient
strength by building up the oonstitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in
tee onrrative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimon-
ials.
Address, F. W CHENEY & CO
Sold by druggists 75c Toledo,
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
The Republican organs and leaders
deny that anybody so far inndicited in
nonnection with the aseassination is
guilty. Next they will be denying that
Mr. Goebel is dead, and will be claim-
ing that his funeral and lowial was just
a/Goebel trick. Such a claim would be
eqaally as sensible as some they do
make.
Between the ages of fifteen and forg-
ave, the time when womanhood begins
and motherhood ende, it is estimated
that the aggregate term of woman's
suffering is ten years. Ten years out of
thirty! One-third of the best part of a
woman's life sacrificed! Think of the
enormous loss of tune I But time is not
all that It loss. Those years of suffer-
ing steal the bloom from the cheeks,
brightness from the eyes, the fairness
from the form. They write their record
in many a crease and wrinkle. What a
boon then to woman is Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It promotes per-
fect regularity, dries up debilitating
drains, heals ulceration, cures female
weakness and established the delicate
womanly organs in vim:none and perm-
anent health. No other medicine can
do for a woman what is done by Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Pre•criptidn.
One striking illustration used by
speakers against the trust, which makes
possible the accumulation of millions of
dollars, is drawn from a little sum in
arithmetic. Take a man at the date of
the birth of Christ, and set him to work
on waged that permit a saving of a dol-
lar a day. It he had worked 360 days in
a year up to this time, he would still
hays 1,500 years to work befog* he
would have accumulated a million dol-
lars. Then, since wealth represents hu-
man labor, the injustice of a system
which •wirruitm one man in a few year.
time to become possessed of not one mil-
lion dollars merely, but scores of mil-
lions of dollars, can be seer, at a glance
KENTUCKY FAIR DAUS
Richmond, July 24-4 days.
Madisonville, July 31-5 days
Cynthiana, July 31-4 days
Winchester, Elks, August 1-3 days
August 7-4 days.
Prinoeton, August 8 - 4days.
Lexington, August 13-6 days.
Fern Ores, Aug. 14-S days,
Greenville, Aug 15-I days.
Lawrenceberg, August 21-4 days
Shepherdsville, August 21-5 days.
Lagrange, August 23-3 days.
Lebanon, Aug. 27-.3 days.
Shelbyville, August 28-4 days.
Germantown, August 29-4 days.
Springfield, August 30-3 days.
Bardstoy, September 4-5 day.
Alexander, September 4-5 days.
Elizabethtown, September 11-4 days
Bowling Green, September 12-4 days
Mt. Olivet, September 13-3 days
Owensboro. September 18-6 days.
Glasgow, September 19-4 days.
Hopkinsville, Elks, Sept. 26-b days.
Henderson, September 25-6 days.
Frankfort Street Fair. Sept. 25-28.
Horse Cave, Sept. 26-4 days.
Owenton, Sept. 26-4 days.
Hartford. October 5-3 days.
BROOMS WILL 00 UP.
_ --
A Short Crop of Broom Core Will Boost
Prices Greatly.
In sixty days the housewife will be
forced to pay more for her brooms
The broom ooru crop is short one half
of what it usually is When the crop
is harvested and the factories begin to
make sweepers from it the price* will
take a jump.
The local dealer, nay It is imposeible
to tell how big the advenee will be, bus
that it is sure to come/.
The corn is now selling at $1;',0 a ton
and the new crop will bring even high-
er than than that. A tight crop was
planted this year and the light crop
combined with rain and bugs will make
the supply on -half omit it was last
year, so it is said by those in a position
so know.
The largest broom corn section is in
central Illinois. Lest year it prodnoed
20,000 tone of corn and this year the
crop will not reach over 10,000 tons.
The section in Kansas produced 12,000
last year and ititi season will produce
only 8,000; Texas raised 10,01i0 and this
year will raise joie 150 tons.
Reports have been secured from all
the big crops. They show such a great
falling off that it is tearee it ssnl be
bard to secure the desired supply. A
report from Tietas says that riot over
six car loads will be solo uut of that
state.
The crop will not reach the factory
until the first of October. Then the ad-
vance in brooms can be expected at
once. The advance in cotton caused
the growers in Texan to aeandou their
broom corn c-op hey could make
more by far oat of their cotton crop.
Red eV 11111 yr CP 1St. X AL.
Sass tbe Ito Sod Yoe Novo Atom Med
izt.te
CASH
Attracts A Visitor To rlr.
Elbert iley's.




L night about h :30 o'clock Mr. El
burl Wiley discovered a man iii his
house searching for 11 011,1y
Mr Wiley had gone home and put
Nome money into a trunk iu his roam
aud locking it went on out to the stable
where he remained a short while As
he entered the house On his return he
elate a man trying to opou the cruet it/
%shied he had placed the money.
On being discovered the would-be-
thief ran and succeeded in maktug good
his escape. It was dark aud Mr Wiley
was unable to tell whether the man was
white or black.
An exemivat,ou revealed the fact that
the lock had Levu broken laud that if he
had not been discovered when he was,
the man would soon have gotten the
money. Mr. Wiley thinks the man
muss have been standing outside the
window watcang him when he put the
money into the trunk.
VICTORY
For the Osteopath-Practice at Last Leg.




Last Wednesday the court of Appeals
of the State of Kentucky, after oecid
tug that the laws of the state controliug
doctors of medicine did not include doc-
tors of Osteopathy issued a perpetual in.
Junction against the State Board of
Health.restaining them from interfering
with the practitioners of Osteopathy.
The decision was reached in a case ap-
pealed trent the Jefferson Circuit Court
and in effect 'Wince* any number of
suits now penning all over the State,
and forever settles the right of Osteo-
pathists to practice en this State.
This is indeed a victory for Osteop-
athy! Every since is. first introduction
into the State It has encountered the
continued and aggressive opposition of
the medico! fraternity. Under thissau-
spices of the State Board of Health,
backed by numbers, intiAnce and
wealth, the battle has been bitter and
prolonged. Lawyers and lobbyists have
done their await to enazt and evforce
hostile legislation Persecution took
the place of prosecution, and neither
pains nor expenses were spared to force
Osteopathy from the field. "But truth
is mighty and will prevail," and finally
Osteopathy outlived slander and preju-
dice-engendered strife, and from being
ridiculed as a "free cured," has mune to
be reeognized'by our highest court, and
again in the history of human affairs
right has triumphed over might This
opens Kentucky to Osteopathy for all
time to come and assures every student
and practitioner of the science that so
long as he is located inKentucky at least
he will remain unmolested. Here is a
field large enough for every Osteopath
in Christendom to find employment and
when added to the eight other States
whioh have likewise recognized Osteo-
pathy as a profession it affords a field
which cannot be filled for years to come.
More important still perhaps is the in-
finance which the deibision of such a
court will have upon the courts of other
States. Standing high as our Court of
Appeals does, its opinion is a powerful
precedent which exercises a persuasive
influents., over the entire jurisprudenoe
of the nation. Iii short, is simply shows
that Osteopathy will receive the stamp
of approval of the highest culture and
profoundest learning in the 'aid when-
ever the facts are properly presented.
This ciente true, is is a self evilent fact
that it is only a matter of time when the
science will be universally accepted and
all the schools in existence if filled with
students to their utmost capacity, could
not supply the demand that will exist
for practitioners for years to come.
11101 course its richest benefits so far as
ti.is State is ow/caned will fall on
Frankliu and the Southern School of
Osteopathy. Having the sciences recog-
nized by such a tribunal will recom-
mend it to every man or woman In the
'Kate who is seeking a profession, and
of course on this account mere pupils
will be enrolled this fall than ever be-
fore.
Catalogue and Journal on request.
Address the




Last Night Did Considera-
ble 1 image.





Last night a few minutes before 12
o'clock the second story of the building
occupied by Bouts & Anderson as e car-
riage factory was discovered to be on
fire. end t he alarm Was instantly sound-
ed. three railroad engines assisting the
bell in arousing the sleeping town
The fire department was soon on e and
and did some of the very beet work ever
done in this or any other town, for the
burning building was full of inflamma-
ble-material such as paints, oils, iscel-
stor, heir, ehavingieetc ,and the firemen
succeeded in confining the flames to the
second story-in which they originated
-and finally extinguished them eutirely
Great credit is due them for their work,
The entire interior of the second story
was burned out. Several buggies and
other vehicles besides a large lot ol cost•
ly material were binned.
The only damage done to goods on the
first floor wee by smoke, and the water
that ran through from the door above
The building was the property of Mr
W. T. Bonte and woe insured for $1,-
800, which ti is estimated will hardly
pay for the damage done, as the entire
long second story Was destroyed arid the
entire roof ruined besides considerable
injury to the walls
Messrs. John F Bonte and J E An-
derson, who own the carriage business,
eatimate that their loss will not fall a
cent under $2800 and may go over $3,•
000 They carried a policy of $1,500 on
their stock and material, which leaves
them with at least $1,300 of their loss
to bear.
The origin of the fire is a mystery, as
there had been no fire about the build-
ing yesterday
Mr. Geo Edwards, of the firm of Ed-
wards & Watkins, who have an imple-
ment establishment in the same build-
ing, had a narrow escape He and him
eon, a boy about fourteen years old,
were sleeping in the third story at the
west end of the house next to the I 0.
depot, and when they awoke the fire
and smoke had cut them off from the
steps which were near the center of the
building. Fortunately they bad a rope
in their room which they had taken up
after the Frankel fire some months ago
and kept for just such an emergeney as
confronted them Met night. They Us-
Ceded the rope to their ted and reached
the ground in safety.
WILL FARM.
Prof John Keith, who has taught
school in North Obrietian for a number
OT years, ana ot_ebe beet
teachers in that part of the county, has
decided to give up teachiug anti try
farming a while
He is building a Moe residence on his
farm in the Red Hill to ighborhood
ILL FROM DROPSY.
Mr. Thos. Gulkey, who liven in the
neighborhood of Mannington, I. very ill
from dropsy, and his death is expected
to occur at most any moment
DIED SUNDAY
Mr. Waller Courtney Succumbed To As
1
and highly esteemed young man, whose
home was about a mile and a half north
of the city, died Sunday from typhoid
fever.
' He had been for some time an atten-
dant at the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane. Some weeks ago he be.
came ill at the asylum and was taken to
his home, where be gradually grew
worse pont the end came Sunday.
Mr. Courtney was about 26 years of
age, and Will a son of Mr. J. H. Court-
ney. He was very highly thought of by
all who knew him.
Attack of Typhoid Fever.
Mr. Walter 0ourtney, a well known
USED TO BE
A NEGRO,
But Now Poses As White
And Does Society.
[APIICI•L TO NXW MIA j
BALTIMORE, Md., July 25 -George
B. Hamlet, a poet office inspector of Shit
ctty, has been charged witn leneing his
railroad pass and badge arid furniebing
government transportation to various
persons. The charges have also devel-
oped the fact that when a resident of
Louisiana, Hamlet was known as a ne-
gro, whereas be now passes ass white
man and has cut something of a figure
in good society in Southern Maryland.
BAD COMPLEXIONS
Dry Thin and Falling Hair
and Red Rough Hands
Prevented by
CUTICURA SOAP.
MILLIONS use CuTictaiA SOAP exclusively for preserving, purifying,
and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of crusts, scales,
and dandruff, and the stopping of falling hair, for softening, whiten-
ing, and soothing red, rough, and sore hands, in the form of bathe for
annoying irritations, inflammations, and chatings, or too free or
offensive perspiration, in the form of washes, for ulcerative weak-
nesses, and for many sanative antiseptic purposes which readily sug-
gest themselves to women, and 'especially to mothers, And for all the
purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. No amount of persuasion
can induce those who have once used it to use any other, especially for
preserving and purifying the skin, scalp, and hair of infants and chil-
dren. CUTICIMA fioAe combines delicate emollient properties derived
from CtrricuRA, the great skin cure, with the purest of cleansing ingre-
dients and the most refreshing of flower odors. No other medicated
soap ever compounded is to be compared with it for preserving, puri-
fying, and beautifying the skin, ocalp, hair, and hands. No other for-
eign or domestic toilet soap, however expensive, is to be compared with
it for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and nursery. Thus it com-
bines in ONE SOAP at Oex Pelee, viz., TWENTY-VIVI,. CENTS, the BEST
skin and complexion soap, seer toilet and BRAT baby soap in the world.
Complete (sternal and Internal Treatment for Every Humor,
conewsier at Ormuz* nadir, to 01•1111•11 the skin and scalp of crows and wales, and soften
ilw Widwawd concese ointemen. to Instantly allay Itching sad IrrIt.uou, mid soothe
and besi, oat CroTtrone RatioLyzirr, to cool sad cleans* the blood Priee, Ths SST, $1.26, of.
POLF,111.,,Oi111113aT. We., H.11•01.TIENT, 60p. gold Aglaia the world Porrsa Dace AID








Major John W. Breathitt went down
to Dawson yesterday and brought Mr
Out Breathitt home
An exatnination revealed the fact that
Mr. Breathitt was suffering acutely
from appendicitie,
Dr. Walker, the well known Evans-
ville surgeon, was at once telegraphed
for, and atrived here on the early train
this morning.
After an exitinination he decided that
an immediate operation was necessary
to save the patient's life. An incision
was wade in the groin, the appendix
was removed mid the patient is tiow




Owners of Dots Will Soon Have To Pay
City Tax.
All persons within toe city limits who
own dogs will have to walk up to the
otty.elerk's desk on the first day of Au-
gust and cough tip a dollar for the city
or their dogs will be killed by the
lice.
The dog tax is it very unjust tax, but
as it I. legal it has to be paid.
ON THE WINO.
Po'
LAVIONSVILLE, Ky, July 24.-
After an absence of four years this finds
me circulating as a visitor among the
good people of this section.
-The general crops are leaking well.
The farmers are about out of the grass,
and the prospect for Mecca, hog and
bomiey a f1itering.
-Mr Jets S. Shaw,who 1. 76 years old,
Is looking hale and hearty. His good
lady who is an excellent eutertainer, al-
ways welcomes her gueete in true Old
Kentucky sty le
-A protracted meeting began at
Vaughn'. Chapel lest night conducted
by Revs. Bowles and Beeler. They are
zealous ministers and I wiso them a
successful rowing
-Messrs Sbaw & Sons are .delivering
at Hopkinsville their wheat crop
amounting to 800 bushels.
-Mrs Mollie Sands, the effinient post
mistress at this place, is quite sick.
-Wire M. Dolling, ex-Oonfedercte,
was a member of John Morgan's com-
mand. He was a gallant soldier He
was wounded nine times and taken
prisoner once. All old Confederates
have kind wishes for him.
Mil, Georgia Fruit will teach the
pnoseesimeol. She is well qoalified.
--Twenty-four ysare ago ye ecribe
came among this people a stranger and
for five years served them in an bnmble
capacity- The eood citizens of Lay-
tonevillet and vicality will always have
a warm piece In my heart. May God
bless them
-Mr Eddie Henderson is running a
threshing machine in Todd comity. Bo
far he has beets quite successful.
- On my weir to your city I met Mr
Win. Dalin, an old acquaintance. He
told me he Was still a dyed-in-the-wool
Democrat
-Its too hot to talk politics. If the
writer had served his Maker as well as
he has served he Democratic party he
would have been in a better fix in his
old age.
-Democrats, let harmony be your
watchword. It will take the united ef-
fort of every member of that faith to
pull through in November next.
-Among the wideet-wske farmers in
this section are Jan es S. and Aleck
Shaw, 'equire Henderson, Wm Dolling,
Jae Cobb, Jae. and John Forbes, Icrenk
and Wm Wilkins, Mack Dunne etc.
SQU EDU NO.
TRUST THOSE WHO HAVE TRIED
I suffered from catarrh of the worse
kind and never hoped for cure but Ely's
Cream Balm seems to do even that.-
Wear Ostrom, 45 Warren Ave, Chicago,
I suffered from cetarrh ; it got so bad
I could not work; I used Ely's Oream
Balm and am entirely wale-A. C.
Clare, 341, Shawmut Ave, Boston, Mass.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50e or
mailed by Ely Brothers, 54; Warren St.,
New York
WANT TO FIGHT.
Bowling Green Men Anxious For Service
In Oliva.
A number of Bowling Green "boys"
are very anxious to tight and hope that
President McKinley will call for volun-
teers In speaking of the matter the
Times of yesterday said:
"If Uncle Bain calls for volunteers
there are a number of Bowling Green
men who will don their country's uni-
form for service in the Celestial King.
dom. Among them are Ool.T.J. Smith,
who commanded the Third Kentucky
with each splendid success daring the
Spanish-American war, Maj. E. H.
Watt, Lieutenants Mitchell Jenkins,
and Strange, Captain R. 0. P.
Thomas, Lieutenant Den hard t , Ev-
erett Overstreet, Ed. litnes, Nick
Harrell, Hugh Wright,Jack M. Russell,
Henry Williams, Ohas E Wright, Brit
Neighbors, Tom Jones, Jess Morgan,
Obse Milliken, Louis Martin, Hon.
YIeider, Will Hay, James
F:iron  andlj iothers too numerous to men-
tton. If Uncle Sam will make the call
Bowling Green will respond with alac-
rity "
HAS GONE TO CUBA.
Mr. Gano Bullard left this morning
for Cardenas, Cubs, where he will enter
the employ of the Cuban and American
Sugar Company It is likely that he
will have charge of the commissary ee.
parttnent, though he will be givixn his
choice of three or four positions.
While 1[1 Cuba he became acquainted
with the men now at the head of this
concern and alien they began business
they at once offered bini a position.
GERMANY A THIEF
Laughs at American Chi- Snatches A Satchel And
nese Policy. Makes His Escape.
Li Hung Chang Says It Efforts Of The Police To
Would be Suicidal ti to Find The Rascal Were
March on Pekl . Futile.
Cablegram.
BERLIN, July 25 -Official Germany
is laughing at the American Chinese
policy.
German officials are satisfied that all
foreigners in Pekin have been massacred
and they are amused at the faith that
the Washington government is placing
in Chinese pledgee and messages from
(longer, another of which was received
at Washington/ today dated Ju 4.
China wanted Germany tomsdiate.
but Count Von Buelow even reaped to
disturb the Kaiser by handing him the
message.
— -
[Special to New Sral
NEW YORK, July 25.-A dispatch
from Shanghai says:
Li Hung ()hang, who arrived hero
Saturday on his way to Pekin, received
the World's correspondent today and
talked of the situation. He said to me:
"The members of the legations are
still alive, but an advance of the allied
troops on Pekiu from Tieu Taira would
probably be the death herald of eviry
white man in Pekin.
"Then the conservative element
would be entirely overpowered by the
radicals.
-The caused of the present situation
were the lack of backbone and a wrong
policy on the pert of the (Minese gov•
ernmeut, while the drastic measurer of
the foreign powers aggravated the situ-
ation.
"We thank the Americana for their
friendship, which we have always ap.
preoiated, and Admiral Kemper for his
justice and forbearance in refusing to
I join in the bombardment of the Taku
forts.
We are trusting America to steed by
the integrity of the Ohinese empire.
el will say that if the powers edo not
attempt to partion Ohms, then the sou-
thern and ceutral provinces, which now
are peaceful, will no longer be neutral,
but all the Chinese of all classes will
fight the foreigners with every means
in their power.
"With a strong hand to fight for the
policy of the integrity of the empire, it
can be maintained and efficient reforms
can be made."
Despite his extreme age it is generally
understood that Prince Ll's ambition is
to have a foreign army at his disposal
to pacify the rebellions districts and
maintain order throughout the empire
after the present insorrection is sup-
pressed.
I asked him if he could restore order
with 20,000 white troops. "With less,"
be replied. "The boxers are X rabble,
aos 1 worm turn to
my side the tmperial troops too, but the
powers do riot want them and would
not permit.
"I do not know when I shall go to
Tien Tian and take up my duties as
Viceroy of the metropolitan province of
Obi Li."
(Special to flew Era
WASHINGTON, D. U, July 25 -
Another cable message-dated July 4th
-from Minister Cooger at Pekin wee
received at the state department today.
is now feared hire that a general
massacre of foreigners has taken place.
DIED OF CONSUMHT1ON.
Mlas8ustaGoodic, daughter of a
widow wno lives out in the neighbor
hood of the old fair ground died yester-
day of consumption. The funeral took
place at 3 o'clock this afternoon
00V. 00EBEL'S MURDERF.R.
Detective Armstrong says evbience
has been secured from a party who hap
paned into Georgetown from the moun-
tains by accident showing beyond a
doubt that Jim Howard tired the shot
that killed Goebel. The latest proof, so
those connected with the prosecution
say, drives the last nail into Howard's
coffin, and furnishes the missing link
In the investigation of the crime




quinine has advanced seventeen cents
an ounce wholesale and twenty five
cents retail owing to the diminution of
einehona bark stocks in London. The
fact that the season for the use of quin
in, is now on, coupled with the increas-
ed demand consequent on the sending
of troops to China, Is responsible ftsit the
decrease in supply. It is probable that
the drug will advance more in the near
future.
A SILVER LINING..
The Weed, the Louisville tobacco jour-
nal, says:
Just as we anticipated, reports of the
growing crop In the Green River and
Dark leaf districts are leas gloomy than
they were. It cannot be said that these
reports show the slightest tendency to
optimism, but there appears to be a sil-
ver lining which may gradually enlarge
as the season advances. We must never
forget the recuperative pciiver of the
weed and in drawing our nelsioile as
to the eventual outcome we Must bear
this point in mind.
BROKE ITS NECK.
It is reported that on Sunday night
some time a young child of William
Townsend, who resides at Bennett.-




Mr. Paton Lyell, of Muhlenberg
county, and Miss Mollie Bullock, of the
Red Hill neighborhood in North Christ-
ian, were quietly married at the bride's
home a few days ago.
Gish et Garner'g Wild Gomm Lini-
ment oures rheumatism and neuralgia
TOUCHES THE SPOT. At druggists
From Wedaesday's daily.
Laos evening Miss Lou Meacham, of
this city, was the victim of a bold thief
She had been out to the asylum and
was returning, when near the asylum
gate she passed two negroes -one of
whom had on a long overcoat One of
the men reached in the back of the bug-
gy and took out a valise that was there,
and then quickened his pace considera-
bly.
Miss Meacham, who wag alone, drove
on to the city and reported the matter
to the police, who at ow* went out into
the asylum neighborhood and scoured
all that part of the (votary in hopes of
being able to find the thief, but saw no-
body in any way answering the descrip-
tion.
Besidee a lot of clothing the stolen
valise contained a pocket book in which
there was a ten dollar bill.
AN AGED LADY DIES.
Mrs. Orilla Greed Pais!, Away At Home
01 Mr. Chas. McDaniel,
From Wednesday's daily.
Mrs Orrin Green, aged 80 years, died
about 8 o'clock last evening at the home
of her son-in-law, Mr. Charier McDan-
iel, in this city.
Her death was doe to a general giv-
ing-way of the system on account of ad-
vanced age.
Mrs. Green came here from Pittsfield,
Ill., some years ago and has since been
making her home with her daughter
and son in law She was a true Christ-




At 11 :30 o'clock this morning, at the
home of Mr L W. Olvey, on South
Main street in this city, Mr. Ed Rags-
dale, of Clarksville,Zyu married to Mimi
Ida Olexion, of the °silky neighbor-
hood
SERIOUSLY INAIRFD.
Nashville Insurasce May Breaks As
Ankle,
From Wednesday's daily.
Yesterday while Mr. J. H. Smith, of
Nashville, an agent for the Ilassachu•
setts Mutual Life Iusuranoe company,
and another insurance man, named
Barrett, Were driving a span of horses
down the Olorkeville pike near Mr. W.
S. Moore's residence, the horses became
frightened and ran off.
When the horses began to run, Mr.
Smith became excited and jumped from
the buggy. He fell into a deep ditch
and in the fall both bones in one of his
ankles were broken.
After the horses ran a short distanoe,
Mr. Barrett sucemeded in stopping
them.
The iejured man was brought to this
city, where his ankle was properly
dressed. He was sent to hiit home in
Nashville on the evening train.
His injury is very serious as well as
very painful, and it will be many weeks
before be will be able to get about.
PON POINTS.
s,%,•/W,Wi
Rev. P. E. Herndon will preach at the
Baptist church here on Saturday night
before the second Sunday in August.
-Rev. B. F. Hyde will hold a pro-
granted meeting in an arbor on the
Matt Kelly farm beginning Monday
night, July 23d. The people of this
community are making great preps-
ions to attend, as Rev. Hyde is one of
the ablest (brines in the state.
- Mr. and Mrs. N. 0. King are visit-
ing friends in Livingetone county this
week.
-Miss Ora King is in Henderson vei-
ning her aunt, Mrs J. A. Boyd,wbo has
been quite sick for some time.
- Mrs Maude Purcell is visiting her
niece, Mrs Mamie Compton, of Nebo,
Ky.
-Mrs Mattie Berry, of Kirkmans-
ville, spent last week with her sister,
Mrs A. 0. King.
-The entertainment at Mr. L B
King's Monday night given In honor of
Messrs. Willie Oates and Alfred Tucker,
of Greenville. was quite a success The
mimeo of those present are: Misses
Bertha and Ellen King, Lena Foster.
Kate and Maly. Clark, Anne and Ber-
nard Ming, Edna Forbes and Bins
King, Messrs Willie Oates, Alfred
Tucker, Joe White, Edward and Willie
(lark, Richard Cannon and Tom Un-
derwood QUEEN.
DURRANT WAS INNOCENT.
The Pastor Of The Church Murdered The
Two Girls
Theodore Durrant, the young man
who was hung about two years ago, at
dauFrancisoo, California, on ciroum
stantial evidence for murdering two
young ladies in the cupola of Roxanne
Baptist church, was innocent, as he ail
ways claimed. The preacher in charge
of that church, who died recently, con-
fessed on his death tied that he killed
the girls and laid it on poor Dumont.
Thousands of dollars were spent on this
trial, and the mother of the boy is hope-
lessly inanne
The preacher had been iutnnate with
the girls, and killed them ta order to
save his reputation.
Durrant always said that the preacher
was the murderer, and thousands of
people believed him.
THINKS HE'S THE STUFF.
Terry McGovern says he a ready to
meet any man in the world at from 118
to 123 pounds "I don't bar any one,"
said McGovern, "but I want it under-
stood that I won't go out of my class to
meet any of the lightweights"
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STAG LIQUOR CO., i
Is the ONLY place in Hopkinsville to buy
Fine Whiskies, Fine Winci, Fine
Liquors, Fine Brandies, and Fine Cigars
Quality and Service Considered.
The Lowest Priced house in this secsion
of the State.
STAG LIQUOR CO.,
'PHONE 315. Opera Huse Bonding. A
A/Wit/Wit=




MADISON VILLE, KY. Splendid
new grounds within obit
limits FIVE DAYS
July 31, August 1, 2,
3 and 4, 1900.
Kemp's Mammoth Wild West.
And Roman Hippodrome
With many New and Startling Features free to all each day
Largest and Fine4t Amphitheatre in the State!
SIX RATTLING RACES DAILY!
Something : Kept: Going : All : The : Time!
Special Train Leaves Holunsville at 830
Each Morning. Returning leaves Madisonville 5:30
p. m. One fare round trip.
airPrinoeton and Greenville Fairs with Kerapl Wild West. following? week
BETHEL FEMALE COLLEGE
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
A- SELECT HOME SCHOOL FCR GIRLS.
Eight Academic Schools Music, Art, Elocution, Phyeical Culture. Eleven
Instructor's, graduates of leading institutions, tested by experience. Course of
study elective-adapted to preparation of pupil Thorough work Kind discip-
line The idea, a true woman, gentle and cultivated. All modern improvements,
healthful, refined, accessible Town patronage desired. Terms moderate. Write
ter catalogue.
EDMUND HARRISON, A M , President.
W. A. HARRISON, N. A., Vice President
07-ke ep 1./79:



























triv"Illeyen experienced teach' a, each one a specialist in bte one C. smears
Ibis school at e:preterr d_by„bualissesibouses. There are other seloseis




The Latest in Summer Millinery.
rtl JUNE BARGAINS
FROM JUNE 4TH TO 23RD.
ADA LAYNE. I
These good. are Pretty. Stylish, Up-to-Date. I can save





Will Olean Your Suits By a New Pro-
mote Your work will be done any
time you want it Vt.- want
Your Trade 
Ladies' Work a Specialty.
Look up what you want done and
then telephone 134-4 and my agent will
come around and give you priest 
Our Work Ouaranteed.
SUTTON - The Tailor,






No. sit NO. Ms. No. $40, At
daily daily daily
1..v Hop sviu t3:00 a'.m  lilt-am 6:16 p M
Aj,Pr{not'b 6:00 a ni 1.2:46 p m 7:liplC
Ar lieneon 910 • M 4:Sbpiii
Ar KYVIlitt .10:10 a m 6:46 p m
L,vPrtn'toii 9:19 a ro
Ar. Lenient* 7 36 pm
Lv Prin'ton 006 a ID









No. 1161 Arrives at Hopkinsvilie, can sk.m
NONA Arrives at Hopkinsville, 4:3u p.
NO. 11111 MISS'S* at Hopkinsville,":30 p
B. M. Notawooe, Agt
Hopkinsville, Ky
W A. IAILLOWD, A. 0. P. A.,
Loofterille, Ky
;ralia"
iglep oret oast 
11Ph*for free exam
BOOK ON PATENTS 7Morpnr,'.'
wtr.C.A.SNOW &CO.
Patent Lawyer& WASHINGTON, D.C.
Things You ShouldtKnow.
First, that we sell Bicycles. Handle
The Fowler: cost $35 and is the best
I value ever offered. Second, that we
have a line of Sundries which are of the
most recent designed, approved owe-
'traction and lowest price. Third, that
we do bicycle repairing in a thoroughly
ifficient manna at the lowest prices
H. L. moLiEs,
Surcemor to M. Rich & Oo , No I 13



















Yerkes: To Make Thirty-
Five Speeches.
tie Will Speak Three
Times In Each Con-
gressional District.
Jetta W. Yorks*, Repablkm amine*
for goversor, is expected to make Shit-
ty-Ive set mooches in the State this fall
He will speak three times in each con--
freeetOnal distriot except the Eleventh.
where he is scheduled to make Ave
speeches. A list at his appointments
will be made public later. Mr Yorke'
will close in Louisville before
an audienos at the Auditorium on the
night prior to the Minim. It is now
Masks he will make his ii.rot elvieck of
the campaign at Newport, August 1
On that date a special election for State
ilenalor to emceed the late Senator Hill
will be held. The Republicans in this
sesatorial district think they have an
amellent chance to win and thus en-
tourage party adherent& throughout the
Stage
CHAIRMAN
Passion Agent Leslie Ombe, of Lon-
isvtUo will be the Repsidinaa Slate
011118111Mo, so It is
. CAN'T FAIL
The simplicity of Bryan's home MN
'tamps him as a Washington; Lu Dem-
ocracy of his political life oharecterises
him am a Jefferson; his stability of ober-
Mir and maintesmos foe the rigid
deeignalle him as a Jackass, and his sn-
aking teals for the down-Wedgies of
every land lead likes him to Limpets.
• saes wedded M a Mille purpose out-
not fail.-Nboabeibtown News.
TIM Dumas:Nos
Thom is this marked Offenses be-
times Bryan and MoKialey. The form-
• hi. own boss and the latter is abso-
lutely timed by Mork Hanna, the great
est political tyrant 10 American pollen's
A vote for Reyes is • vote for She pea
pie, while a vole for MoKialey is a Mo
for Mark Hanna and a Marie of 'hooey
sharks. - Paducah News.
111W DZMOORATS THNRIC
"Warren meaty will not support
Beckham shoats the timid Demoorall-
afratiot if his-shadow Warren eosin-
ty. Wird. There is not math pure,
nesillebiested, unterritied Democracy
In Warren meaty to Ms* three hurrahs
In hadss.--liene Oars ()melts
BRAWN NERVE
'edge Morrow, in his spew& Wore
tie Republican committee, said they
wanted to rescue Kentucky from U141
broom and jackals that have her in
thils Mamba& Oh, ye gods! that men
• udd have mob brazen nerve. It is
sob10 smart that °slob Power,' little
minad of gleaners." his 'Balvasios Ar-
ai." st 1,300 ma that be took down to
Figsktert last tamer to • strike Si
elleolkine from the brow of snivel liber-
ty." coot Maid more murderous thugs
sod outlaws than there is fa the Demo-
cratic party et the whole United State.
Judge marrow is entitled to the entire




'Mrs. Polk Cleashar and Miss Monis
Prawns will leave tomorrow for Dawson
Mr and Mrs 13' D Green have gone
le Mosigessery to visit relatives
Mill Ball adman& will leave this a-
ttestant ter Cerulean Springs.
Mtn Militia Cant, of Owessisoro. is
Mills(her father, Mr. Ben 8 Camp-
bell.
Bev. F. W. Witembraker went to
Hopkineville yesterday - Henderson
Jams!.
by end Mrs. D. B. Oooper and Mas-
ter Miter Lowry, of Niebolasville, are
visiting Mr and Mrs T Z Barbour.
Mrs. J. H. Antietam and -daughter
lipve goer* Grapes Springs to spend
the enramer.
Mrs Prank H Bassett, son and nurse
have gone to Graysoo Springs for the
110101044
Prof. Minted Harrison. pneident:of
Bethel POInsla College. Hopkinsville.
wee in the city yesterday .. Mr and
Mrs. R. 1 Leigh, of liopkimille, visit
ed relatives in the oily Sunday Mr.
sad Mrs. W. P. Quarles, of Hopkins
wills, are visitina relative* in the oily
. Miss Marini* Leigh. of Hopkins-
vibe, is visiting rattiest ie the city. -
Mites Progress of Tumidity
From ittsdnesdars daily.
P. 0 Richardson is in Knoxville,
Tenn visiting relatives
LI.. F•Uille Wash, id Grace,', was in
the city sboeping yesterday.
Mr. Sam MAI" of Longview, was in
Sim yestrodny.
Walk at Gviper. was she/t-
will AM many Hopkineville
yesterday.
Mies Martha Allen, of Bowling Green,
Is ;letting Mies Frances Barr, of Glen-
dale.
Mn. W. M. Evans, net Miss Jennie
Bair. of Louisville, is on a visit to her
parents st Glendale.
Miss Rosa Hall, of Madisonville. Is in
the oily. the guest of Mrs. Charles Jack-
son.
Mies Nellie McKee, who has beenothe
pickiest's guest of Miss Nellie Baker, of
Cadiz, for several weeks, passed through
the city yesterday so route to her hem
at Leagview.
Pros. Tuesday. daily.
8. celfflo, of Crofton, was in the
City today.
Miss Florence Jones it visiting Miss
Susie Goode, at Leytonsville.
Prof. O. D. Ociburn, of Laytonsville,
cams to the inty tLis morning.
Mr. W. J cot Denville, Ky., is
lb* guest of Mr. and Mrs. MoReynolds
at The Square.
Miss Susie Jones went to Manning-
ton Saturday re visit her cousin. Mies
Daisy RIchardssa.
tiit-i Sallie Rhodes. of Bowling Green,
Is be gorse sill,. and Mr,. 7 L Wil-
kinson on Bout* Nato street.
BMWs, young man- can make SOO per
newel) sod expenses. Permanent posi-
dem Nepotism unneosesery. Write
gob& for particulars. Clark & Co., 4th





mends That The Case
Be Dismissed.
Below I submit the finding of the
Oommittee of Investigation in the case
of W K Pmer. No further word is
necessary. W. 0. BRANDON. P. E.
REPORT.
Your committee to whom was referr-
ed the oase of Dr. W. K. Puler, D ,
would report as follows :
We have been seriously embArraseed
in our investigation of the case by our
utter failure to bring the accuser and
She accused face to face After due
notice served, the accuser, for reasons
beet known to himself, refused to ap
pear before the committee or allow the
Committee to wait on him, the written
evidence of which was spread before
us. We then addressed a polite request
bo attorney for the accuser for the
names of his witnesses, which he de-
Wined to tarnish, saying be had no list
of them We eons for varlet] persons
and seed all diligence to elicit
all tbe fagots bearing on the ono, but
have been unable to discover any evi-
dence that would inuriminate Dr Piner,
but much that goes to exculpate him
from all crime We have found no proofs
of impredence or indiscretion, ;much
less proof of guilt Having recited the
above fords and knowing the case can
be takes up de novo if found necessary,
we would recommend that the cam be
dismissed. Jas A. Lewis, J. W hove.




UM condition of Mr Gus Breathitt,
upon shwa an operation for appendi-
citis was performed yesterday, is re
(onkel as beiug quite favorable today.
His physicians bay that he stood the
operation well and that if he improves
as much within the nr xt twenty-four
hours as he has within the lit.d twenty
four his recovery is assured
GYPSIES MARRY.
From Thursday's daily
This morning Wm Bradbury and
Julia Williams, tn.mb‘yrs of a party of
gypsies camped out near the city limits
on the Nashville pike were married this
morning in the meaty clerk's Mee, the
ceremony being performed by Judge
Polk Osasler.




W. P. Baker gives us some ti ;urea on
his wheat cry which will be interest-
ing to farmers:
He threshed this week 2,000 bushels
from a crep on 84 acres, on which he
had sowed 20 quarts to the acre Fif-
teen sores of the 84 was in a creek ;hot
tom and badly bedded, and could not be
out clean. The crop averaged 87',
bushels of wheat to the bushel sown,
and not a single grain of cheat nor
cockle was seen in the entire crop.
Of the 84 acres 29 was clover land and
66 fertilized, the fertilized laud yielding
much the heavier crop.
Can any one beat this crop? -Galls
tin, (Tenn.) Examiner.
ARRESTED AT CROFTON.
J. IL Meacham, marshal of Orotton.
yesserday morning arrested Bylvanns
Becker and Mary Waggone'r, both col-
ored, of Logan county, on a charge of
grand lemony. They are wanted for
dealing a diamond ring from a lady in
Raseellville The ring was found on
Mary Waggoner's finger The Marshal




The Owenilboio Inquirer y, sterday
afternoon said: •
"*13:15 this afternoon the report
from Hon. It. H Taylor's bedside was
that he was dying, and that he could
not live but a very short tune, a few
hours at most. This will be sad news
to his host of friends in Sue city and
elsewhere -
MR. FRANK BELL
Is ffigkly C..pIisteeled By lb. Corn
inertial-Appeal Directors.
At a meeting of the board of direc-
tors of the Memphis Oommercial-Ap-
peal held a few days ago the rnansgine
editor of the paper was granted a two
mouths' vacation with full pay so
as to enable him to take a trip to Eu-
rope.
Al the same meeting the board select
.id Mr. Frank Bell to occupy the city
editor's chair while that tri,dal did the
managing editor's work The place of
city editor is a very reaponsible one and
the selection of Mr. Frank Bell to fill it
was quite a compliment to him, repro
lily as he is the newest man on the
editorial staff. It shows the 'erectors'
confidence in him, their appreciation of
his • betty.





(Special to New Era )
JEFFERSON 01[Y, Mo., July 26 -
Robert Onsheubery, the wife murderer,
who was convicted of murder in the
first degree in Olinton county, and who
had three times been respited by Gov,
Stephens, will be hanged today, unless
executive olereency again saves his life
It is believed that the execution will not
be further delayed.
A MONUMENT.
Citizens of Springfield, Tenn , have
inaugurated a movement looking to the
erection of a monument to the Confed-
erate dead on the public, square in that
town.
DAMAGE
Suit Filed Against The L.
6c N. Today.
J. N. Grant's Administra-
tor Asks For The Sum
Of $25,000.
Froni Thursday's daily.
Judge W P. Winfree yesterday qual-
ified as administrator of the estate of
J. N. Grew, deceased, and through
Attorney John Poland filed suit in the
circuit court today against theLouisville
& Nashville railroad company for W45,-
000 damages.
For many nights after the assassina-
tion of Goy. Goebel, it will be remem-
bered, the management of the L & N ,
for reasons best known to itse,f-prob
ably prenipted by a guilty confidence -
decided that many people of the state
might through desire for revenge do
some injury to their bridges, switches
trains, etc, had them closely guarded.
J. N. Grant, a section hand at Orof ton,
was detailed to watch the switch at the
northern end of the side-track at that
plaoe on the night of Tuesday, Febru-
ary etti, and sitting dowgi on or very
near the track and going to sleep he
was struck and killed by a train as 5:30
o'clock in the morning of Wednesday,
Feb. 7.
The claim is made that his sleeping
was due to the excessively long hours
he had been on duty --neer'', 24 hours,
having worked on the section the pre-
vious day.
The petition asks for damaged in the
sum of $26,000
DEFENDS HIS kROTHER.
Rev. Oharles a Orowe, pastor of the
Methodist church at Rumellville, gives
put the following statement in regard
to hi. brother, Rev. N. P. Crowe, who
recently retired from the ministry, be-
cause he couldn't control his appetite
for stimulaute:
"My brother, Rev E P. Orowe, has
for five years been a great sufferer from
nervous indigestion. After trying ma-
ny things the doctor prescribed whisky
for his trouble He has used whisky at
times on the advice and prescription of
physicians for five years. The spells
come on him soon after easing, not al-
ways but frequently just after eating,
especial:y wheu be has eaten something
that disagrees with him. His wife is
careful as to what he eats at home
"During a recent business trip to Ev•
ansville, Ind-, he stopped at the Acme
hotel. The bar room and dining ball
are contiguous. He felt after eating
that he needed gime whiskey, went to
the bar room and got some and then
went to his room In any one should
esie him in one of his spells of nervous
indigestion they would think surely he
was drunk, than add the fact that to
did get the whisky at the bar room, and
being among strangers who did not
know his condition, added much to the
circumstances that made against him.
His wife informs me that she has seen
him at midnight seized with one of his
spells when he acted and talked exactly
like a drunken man when she knew no
whisky had been about the place.
"I will add that my brother is the
only one in four generations of our fam•
ily line who has been brought under
the circumstances published in the daily
previa. My fatheriadviseid my brother
to cease from the ministry until he had
recovered health, as the frequent use of
whisky and other stimulants has hurt
and hindered him in his ministerial la
bon."
PHELPS REPENTS.
Hon. Zech Phelps, who wan national
committeeman in the Palmer-Buckner
party in 1806, has written a letter re-
signing. He announces that under the
present condition of affairs In Kentucky
it is the duty of all good citizens to help
hold up the hands of the Democratic
leaders and wipe out the stain placed
upon the state's name by the Republi-
can gang -
GOVERNMENT CROP BULLETIN,
The temperature averaged a little
above the nrional and local showers
visAeel nearly all parts of the state.
These condition, are all very favorable
to the advancement of all growing
crops.
Corn advanced rapidly and is now
looking very promising; is is laid by
and is generally in silk and tassel.
Harvesting of oata is progressing
slowly, but an exeellent crop is being
secured.
The showery conditions have interfer-
ed with wheat threshing, but report.
show that in in yield and quality the
crop is much better than expected.
Apples are dropping badly and ere in-
ferior in quality, but nearly all other
fruits are fine.
Gardens are in good condition. Irish
potatoes are exceptionally fine and
sweet potatoes are promising
The bay crop, over the stele as a
whole, is rather poor Pestures are im
proving.
NO RIGHT TO UtahltitRas
The woman who is lovely in facie
form and temper will always have
friends, but one who would be attrac-
tive must keep her health. If she is
weak, sickly and all run down, she will
be nervous and irrituble. If she has
eonstipation or kidney trouble, her iin•
lure blood will canna pimple*, blotches
'kin eruptions and a wretched complex-
ion Electric Bitters is the best medi-
cine in the world to regulate stomach,
liver and kidneys and purify the blood
It gives strong nerves, bright eyes,
smooth velvety skin, rich complexion
It will make a good looking, charming
woman out of a run down invalid.
Only 50c at L. L. Elgiree, 0. K. Wyly's
R. 0. Hardwick's, J. 0. Cook's and An-
dersson & Fowler's drug stores.
Ravished a Child.
React et TO SEW ERA. I
MIDDLESBORO, Ky ,July 26.-This
town is wild with excitement-
George Eaton was arrested and lodged
in jail here on the charge of
assaulting Mamie Young, a
eleven years ,if age
It is believed that Eaton will be
lynched tonight.
SHORT. TOBACCO
Not Enough Money In The Is Still "Buttoning" Out
State School Fund. Very Low,
City Public Schools May
Suffer Some On That
Account.
The fact hes just been developed that
there is a deficit of about $135 COO in the
State school fund and just bow the
trouble is to be met is uot yet known, it
I. a problem yet to be solved by the
State authorities.
Under the school law of the State the
Hopkinsville public schools are entitled
to something like six thousand dollars of
the school fund, but jest how much of
that amount they will get depends upon
the steps taken at Frsnkfort
This shortage in the State fund is due
to the Bradley administration. hp the
first place it raised the per capita some
last year in order to make a better show
ing so as to help the Republican ticket
in the campaign, sod to do that it is
said money was borrowed from other
funds, which had to be paid beck. The
chief cause, however, of the present de-
ficit Is that the Republicans-in order
that they might stand in with the rail-
roads and other big corporations and let
big campaign contributions from them
-assessed corporate property and fran-
chises so far below their real value that
they did not yield enough to meet the
requirements of the schools, td which a
portion of corporation taxes go
HIS LIFE WAS SAVED.
Mr 1 E. Lilly, a prominent oitizen
of Hannibal, Mo., lately had a wonder-
ful deliverance from a frightful death
In telling of it he says: '•1 was taken
with typhoid fever that ran into pneu-
monia. My lunge became hardened. I
was so weak I couldn't even sit up in
bed. Nothing helped me. I expected
to soon die of onneamption. when I
heard of Dr. King's New Disoovery.Ons
bottle gave me great relief I continued
to use it and am now well and etrong. I
cant say too much in ii. praise " This
marvelous medicine is the sateen end
quickest curefin the world for all throat
and lung trouble 50e and $1 • bottle
Trial bottle free at L L. Elgin's, 0. it
Wyly'., R. 0. Hsrdwick's, J. 0 Oook s
and Anderson & Fowler's drug stores.
DISTRICTS CHANGED
-- -
In the Federal court at Owensboro
yesterday Judge Evans caused to be en-
tered an order abolishing the Fifth
bankruptcy district and sdding the
counties of Henderson and Union to the
Sixth district, and the counties of Web-
ster and Hopkins to the Third district
ATTENTION INTENTORS!
We have received a pamphlet entitled
"How to Obtain Patent, Caveat, Trade-
Mark and Copyright Protection, with
Decisions in Leading Patent Oases,"
published by E G. Biggers, one of the
leading Patent Attorneys of Washing-
ton, D. U. Taw paingtTes contains
among other things a map of Washing-
ton, and is replete with valuable infor-
mation to inventors. A copy of it can
be obtained free of charge, by address
ing E. 0 Biggers, National Union
Wanhington, D 0.
LOST.
Between power house and Water
Works, map of Hopkiusville Return to
Hotel Latham and receive reward. It
DIED OF PNEUMONIA.
— -
Mr. Sam T Spaloing, one of the
wealthiest and best known farmers of
Union county, died yesterday of pneu-




COSTLY TO THE CITY.
The Commercial Olub at Paducah is
considering the proposition of an eastern
Iron working concern which (hegira. to
locate there and invest a million dol-
lars, employing from 2,500 to 5,000 men,
in consideration for which the city must
give a hundred thousand dollars.
It is estimated that the coneeru would
pay out In wages between two and four
million dallars a year, all of which
would be spout in Paducaph
A hundred thousand clothing, how-
ever, is a big sum for the city to pay out
So get the industry established there.
Ryan And rill-
ton Will rleet.
(Special to New Era.)
NEWAtiK, pi. J., July e6.-A large
number of sports from New York,
Brooklyn and other cities have arrived
here to see 11.e boxing bout at the Em-
pire Athletic club this evening between
Jack Ryan, of this oily, and Ed Milton,
of Brooklyn.
The match has created considerable
interest in sporting circles and betting
on the result is brisk.
BROKER BOALES REPORT,
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky , July 26.
KESII:I'KV NEW ERA 00:
The market opened this week quite
firm at former prices and ruled steady
through the sale. Off -rings were small-
er than for some time, and as stocks are
small the offerings will not be large
from now on. Good rains have voine
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INSPEOTOW8 REPORT.
Receipts for week,   80
Year,  13660
Sales for week.  299
Year . ... .....11,103
M D LO A LES, Broker.
NONNI' TO LOAN-On good real
, estate security.' Apply to Hunter Wood
ik OWL
But Season is Young And
There's Time For Im-
provement.
Mr. 0. U. Slaughter, of Henderson,
who is regarded as high authority on
growing tobacco crops, as he travels a
great deal through the tobacco dietriot
and observes the crops closely, four
days ago wrote as follows so the Wes-
tern Tobacco Journal of Oincinuati:
"The ,weather still continues favor
able to the growing crop of tobacco, but
as a whole there has been no vet;
marked improvement. The crop is still
buttoning out very low; besides, there is
great complaint of it's "Irene/neg."
The season is yet early, aud as sue crop
has about two months in a hitch to g.ow
before the usual time for frost and a&
she condition of the crop is an unusual
one, only time can tell the dual out-
tome.
"Is is true that a large amount of the
crop has been destroyed and cannot be
reclaimed, but we will have a test as to
what can be made from a crop that has
been badly water waked.
"There is no doubt that the weal has
wonderful recuperative powers It has
often bon very unpromising in bad
drouths, and yet made good tobacco
when we thotight it was all lost
"As yet the markets of Europe have
not responded to the conditions existing
on a000nnt of the poor crop prospects,
whereas in this country there has been
a genet al advanoe all along the lineepud
the market is neatly higher in this conn•
try than abroad."
Mr. B. F. Miller, of Owensboro, writ-
ing to the same papee a couple of days
later said:
"For the part two weeks the weather
has been hot, dry and windy, and, as a
might be expected, the growth of tobac-
co has been greatly retarded.
"As has been stated by the different
reporters in the dark wham° districts,
the entire crop of tobacco that was
planted sustained more or less demote
About one half went entirely; tie other
half was so badly water 'soaked that
when this dry spell came on it com-
meuced spindling up and buttoning out,
and no man can tell what the ouloome
"It is pretty safe to say that the crop
will hardly escted half an average, as
She counties which usually raise the
most lob woo have sustained the most
damage, with the possible exception of
Davies.. According to the report of the
weather bureau there was a greater rain
fall in nearly all of the western part of
the State than in Davies*.
The United States goveruruent crop
report for Kentucky for this w reit says
of tobacco.
"Tobacco has improved in the eastern
and central portious of the Statees very
fine; in the Western portion it is uneven
many fields having been permanently
Injared by the excessive rains in June
There is some complaint of 'trenching'
in the western, and worms are some
what troublesome iu the central pot-
'ion "
DIED FROM APPENDICITIS.
George W. Horton, a drug clerk at
Uniontown, died Tuesday night from
Appendicitis. On last Friday the appen•
die was removed, but Mr Horton never
rallied He was 35 years of age
We will place on sale Wednesday
Cash Coupon Books, ranging in price
from $5, $10. $15, and /20 each. We
will give 5% discount off on these books
for each. You can get benefit of Spot
Cash Prices and we are promising the
Bargain opportunity of a life time. No
more books under the old credit system
We bid it a last farewell August 1s5
We can give you better service and
sell cheaper. Let us sell you a book.
We promise to save you money.
Thanking Gee and all.hoping you will
call and let us explain our new system,
we are respectfully,
E. B CLARK & 00
11 ELKTON PROGRESS ITEMS.;.,-,....,,,..„,,,,.......,,.....................,..,"
Mrs Rebecca Kirkman, the venerable
mother of Frank Kirkman, county as-
teaser, died at her home near Allegree
quite suddenly Saturday morning Mrs
Kirkman had been an invalid for a
long time but was in her usual health
Saturday. She arose as usual, but about
9 o'clock grew sick, retired to her bed
and expired in ten minutes Deceased
was about 65 psalm of age.
-----
Hollis Glenn, the out- year old sun of
Mr. and Mrs Wm Glenn. of near town
died early Sunday morning of ihtlama-
tion of the stomach
--
Saturday Mr Robert Latham, of the
Tabernacle neighborhood, came to the
city on business, and hitched his horse
in thereat of the Methodist church.
When he was ready tl return home his
horse was missing. Upon investigation
it was learned that a little negro named
Tommie !Nokia, known as "Dusty
Rhodes," seed about 10 years, had bor-
rowed the horse to ride to Trenton to
witness a base ball game between color-
ed teams of Elkton and Trenton. Mr
J. P. Hunter learning his whereabouts
went after him, and captured him be-
tween Trenton and Guthrie.
Todd county will roll up a good ma
jerity for Bryan, Steve:eon and B
ham on November 6
"ACIGIE" DEAD
sOrlE MORE.
;SPECIAL To SEW IRA;
MANILA, P. I , July 26 -It is
olahned here today that Aguinaldo is
desel.
The dead body of a man very much
resembling the chief has been found
and many persons claiming to know the
leader declare that it is he.
FANS! FANS!! FANS!!!
Here they ere! Electric fans at any
piece you want. They can be found at
Tste's livery stable on E. Ninth street.
Apply to H. WOOd. if
YOUTSEV PRESBYTERIAN
An Attempt To flake Him Missionaries riurdered By
The Scrapegout. Chinese.
Memory of .‘The Gang"
Good As To Mv4, But
Poor As To 'Powers.
ISPIICIAL TO THIS new A.1
GEORGETOWN, Ky., Ju y 26 -I's-
lab Po were' too le of defense is believed
to have been outlined yesterday by the
testimony of McKeuste R. Todd, who
made a strong case against Henry Yout.
toy and absolved Powers from any par-
ticipation in the alleged plot. The drift
of the alleged movement has cameo
Youtsey's counsel, Cul. Crawiord, to
make a statement that he believes effort
are being made to saddle the erimr, upon
Youtsey. He also says there is no at-
rangetuent by which Youteey is to tes-
tify against Powers.
The attorneys for the progeseution, as
a. the counsel for Youtsey, now be-
liette and openly express themselves the'
there is a well-defined plan on the part
of certain Republicans and men indict-
ed for the murder to shift all nepotist
tinny for the crime on the shoulders of
Youtsey. The testimony of W. H. Cal-
ton, Lieut. John Ricketts, McKenzie R.
Todd, J. B. Mathews, George R.. Hemp-
hill and Walter S. Day, all Republicans
and staunch friends of Caleb Power., is
believed to be sufficiently strong to oon•
evict Youtsey in any court.
While the attorneys for the Clommon•
wealth believe all the testimony brought
oat against Youtsey, they users that he
was not alone, and that he as aided
and abetted in every wove his !made by
no leas than twenty others, seven of
whom have never been indicted.
Todd told of having seen Youtsey In
the Assistant Secretary 01 Stet's'', °Moe
on Saturday, January 27, three day.
prior to the shooting of Goebel. He
aeld a rifle in his hands, and aimed it
out the window. On Monday, January
29, the day before the woof' ding of Goe-
bel, Todd swore that he saw Youtsey
leaning down near oue of the front win•
dows in ()slab Pow, i's' private office. A
rifle was lying across his legs; the win
dow was raised and the blind pulled
down, just as Youlsey had outlined to
W. H. (Julian his plan In murder Goe-
bel.
--
Col. Campbell last night said: "It is
a remarkable circaunstauce that all of
Mr. Taylor's family should remember
so much against Youiney and little or
nothing against anyone else.
"There is another matter which is
worth a thought. That is while the ab
sence of Taylor and Finley is accounted
for, why are Clerk Heuiphill, W J
Davidson, Ben Rowe and others of the
late administration also dwelling in the
trOTManot, of Indiana? Have
they seen and read the handwriting on
the wall? There are no charges against
Hemphill, Davidson and Rowe Why
should they have left Kentucky?"
It develops that ex-Assistant Secreta-
ry of Stage ;W. ;J. Davilson, is in the
far West; Ben Rowe, the colored porter
:n Powers' office, and Reuben Miller,
one of Powers' Clerks are in Indiana.
while George R Hemphill, one of Pow.
"re right-hand _bowers. IN sailing
eraund she Horn, on his way Item New
York to San Frauc,sco. these men
were in the °Mee of the Assistant Sec-
retary or State when Goebel was shot
Bronston On Stand.
[Special to New Era]
GEORGEroWN, July 26 -Little of
importance has been developed today.
Walter Broustan. a lawyer of Lexing-
ton, is on the stand, but is simply de-
tailing the wrest of Powers and Davis
in Lexington on the night of March 10
Chas Hoyte Dying.
(Special to New Era)
HARTFORD, Oonn., July 26 -
Charles Hoyte, the noted play-writer, is
insane, and is reported this morning so
be dying.
More Rioting. 40
ISPICIAL TO NEW IntA 1
NEW ORLEANS, La., July 26 -The
negroes resumed rioting last night,
when the trouble NSA thought to be
Over.
One or the rioters was killed and




At Chirago Tommy Ryan and Jack
Root faked a fight and merle a draw of
their six round bout, which the public
was trade to believe was posiug to be
something tierce About 6 (510 specta-
tors were conned into paying their coin,
but many left the ibuilding before the
bout was over, so disgusted were they
with the work of the two men. There
were cries of "fAke" throughout
t'i t
The beam on James Jeffries' arm has
been removed and he thinks that he
will be in condition fur a fight before
the Horton law gees kosto effect on Sep-
tember I. J if is says: "if 3 am cure
eo A ri 01.1 1 that Inv aria will be able to
rlaild a course of training Ieel WWI a
sweeping challenge to light itay heavy
eight In the world, the centgist to take
pew.- it. N.-tv V ok neon% sop ember 1
I will also 'haletige tie weo of lei
Rutile; F .z imnions blot.
t
Robert Fitzsimmons is stet i• g leaf
for his mutest with Ruilt.11,,
key.. He is Instating at hie I quo OP:1T
Bergen Beach. He is doing r4a.1 work.
punching the beg, sparring, sind other
kind, of Mining. having out 4$18 Me old
tricks of tralniug with conies, doge and
young lion.,
LAW DEPARTMENT . .
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY.
Two years' course Thorough instruo
Sinus Eight professors. Library 8,000
volumes. Modern lecture rooms. New
Dormitory cost $125,000. Expenses
moderate Board $12 per month.
For new catalogue, address
JOHN BELL KEEBLIC, Botry..
wet Nashville, Tennessee.
•
Tne Emperor Orders Prep-
arations For War With
The Powers.
(Cablegram to New Era.)
HONG KONG, July 26.-Authentic
news has jam been received by officials
here to the effeot that nine missionaries
of the Presbyterian church stationed en
tlie nilabuy hdiofe 
Boxers.
ixNan have been mas-
sacred
Will Fight Powers.
(0ablegram to the New Era)
OANTON, Chins, July 26.-It is of-
ficially announced here today that the
Emperor of °nine has ordered his war
office to hasten preparations for war
with the allied powers
Chinese officials continue to claim that
the foreign ministers are alive at Pekin.
Still In Doubt.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, July 26 The fate
of the foreign ambassadors at Pekin
is7still in doubt.
It in believed by many that China's
preparations for war mean. that the
ambassadors r re dead and therefore the
emperor has given up hope of aid from
any nation and decided that there is
nothing to do but fight.
It the ambassadors are alive, the °M-
eese may beholding them prisoners in
order to use them to get better terms
when the Powers have whipped China.
Attempted Rape.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERs)
ELMWOOD. Ind.. :July 26.-This
town is greatly stirred no over the at- I
tempt of three boys to commit a rape i
upon the pretty fillip eympir-old daugh-
ter of Ike Hears.
The girl was seriously ii jared.
The boys made their etcape.
Great trouble Is feared when the boys Cori/ e to th















E. M. MOSS & CO.
Wonted, d Wife
Cameras.
 To urge her husband, son or broth rr to call on us
 when in need of anything in the SPORTING
 GOODS LINE.
Not A Dream.
 We are not living in • fairyland or • dreamland,
 and if the riding of a wheel was a mere dream,
 very few would ride. But to the contrary, the
  riding of a Columbia whet.' is moderates exercise,
 solid comfort and &pleasure never to be forgotten
You Are Welcome.
We want to make it so pleasant in ow' store and
 so economical for you to trade hers that you will
 not want to go anywhere else. We want your
  own experience to teach you that you may have
  oonfidenee in us.
Music And Singing.
raphoplione
. Every Tuesday and Friday night* from 8:39 to 12 . it :30 o'clock we will have music and mutant by
.. the Columbia Graphophene, the only perfect talk- P
  ing and reproducing machine made. The ladies
  are especially invited to attend these musicals.
E. M  MOSS & CO.,
, Bicycle Experts. I 
Sporting
Goods.E. M. MOSS & CO.
TONES
All kinds of Cemetery Work
le—:found at our shop at the . LOWEST mum
Satisfaction in every particular. Your orders are
earnestly solicited.
CALL AND GET PRICES. Inn Tr*, •
W. H. S1IANKL1N.




Manufactured By HIGGINS & CO., Hopkinsville Ky.
DEMOCRATS
GETTING READY.
NEW YORK, July 26 -Preparations
wereliut under wey today for opening
She national Democratic headquarters
in this city. Richard Croker and those
most closely associated with him in po-
litical matters will arrange the plans
for carrying on campaign work in all of
the states, and ills expected thee the
real business in this line will commence
in earnest in about ten days. It has
been partially decided to have Mr
Bryan make a short Lour of the Empire
state early in Sept .mber, when he will
speak in New York, Buffalo, Albany,
Rochester, and a few other of the larger
Vew Store
Where you will find more
Pretty New Goods than
you have seen in Hopkins-
vile for many years and
at prices so low that it
will astonish you.tt R. h d
3





Worth $1. Sizes 3, 4, 5 Only.
This is a custom-made, heavy, every-day low shoe,
made to wear like Iron—without any attempt at style
with broad, wide soles, plain C. S. Toe and Spring Heels.
Every Pair Warranted.
This is just one item in our Big Cut Sale now in pro-
gress. There are many others as good.
III.Anderson&Co
NA WHIM VOKIIMMISIMS.
•4 Don't Stand On
Ceremony. Come to
yard any time and ask all the ques-
tions you can think of about our
stock of
If you don't feel inclined to buy you are under no obligations
to do so. The lumber however is very attractive and very
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OR. TALMAGE SHOWS HOW DIVINE
POWER WILL MEAL THE WORLD.
Mena the Paransepa Who Will Shrine.
WAD tho Damrase sof Illo-Manusialt
Wowed. Will Dieasismaar Seamitli
ineate Tomah.
Wasantoeope July 22.-In this die-
Memo Dr. Talmage (who is now Gay-
land Is Nureeel puts la an unusual
111$1* the ailmfon of Christ and shows
hew divine power will yet make the 111-
' imeella of the world fall back; text.
IlhaltbeW St 5, "The blind receive diet,
14.1„ Mid the hum walk. tbe lepers
Me demised and tb• deaf bear."
"Viretair." I said to a distinguished
eiMmints. "de you not get worn out with
'Meant/7 seeing so many wounds and
Wake, boom and distortions of the
Mines bode?" "Oh. so," he answered;
"all that is overcome by my joy in eur-
lag these.' • sublimer and more mer-
etre! art sever mate down from hese-
m than thet of surgery. Catastropbe
and dimes, entered the earth so early
that meet the first wants of the world
Iry a icier. erippked and agonis-
ed-human race called for surgeon and
family physician tor many years be-
fore they came. The first surgeons
who answered this were mtnisters
elf religion - namely, the Egyptian
Stmts. And what a grand thing If all
donpieeti were also doctors, all D.
D.'n were M. D.'s, for there are so
MOW Mem where body and soul need
lesatalleit at the same time. consola-
tion sod emdietati. theology and thera-
peutics. As the trot sureeons or the
woeld Imre isles seloisiters et religion,
may these two palseises ebra.Y6
In full sympathy! sot IOW what dis-
advantages the ea* stergeMe worked.
troin the tact that the dasetikin of the
hansisa body was forleditsn. first by
the gegen and thee lig the MAI
Chrill1M1101 Apse. heft. the heates
meet Ike the human race, were die-
eseled. hat no helms body Welt be
eel maim-
he• il allphitallee. aid the migeseas had
a VIM tellat ella WM, the temple by
bade. at the enala if it. If they
Mei Is asy essesteal wreak they
pereseeted ead Mites et the
eft as Wel Arehettelbse Nel ei
Me bell 1111011118111•1111 MB* la
MO II pais&
emit Ilempeses.
Reil lie weed Mei Os vim Ulla.
:111104 NNW fee moves& se.Mel Is wigs of le assaii4
Wive Ow suplered OA ail kr ON
Imilese of asid Ilse e•Na.
polseesser et Wilma
:72esse tt eons is 11 Ztogit. Wilma
Alma* the moisten elhOPID4
mine crocked lattleewask Ow palace.
and • broke, and be fell from the tip-
per to tbe lower Boor, and be was so
beet that be seat to the villager of Ilk-
an for aid. and Alleculaplus. who
wsought such 110040411 of sanpry that
he was deified and temples were built
for his worship at Perganmee and RP-
daunts and Podelirlus introduced for
the relief of the world phlebotomy. and
Dummies cared tbe dislocated ankle
et King Dart= and the cancer ef his
queen. and Hippocrates put successful
band on fractures and introduced am-
putation. and Praiiagoras removed ob-
arm-doss. and Herophilus began die-
sestion, and Erasistrains removed tu-
ition. asd the Roman surgeon.
removed cataract from tbe eye and
used the Spanish fly; and Tieback:cos
arrested disease of the throat, and Ai-
medic et Trails@ treated the eye, and
Shim eauteriesd tor the prevention
bpdrephebis. and Percival Pott
ems to combat dilemmas of the opine.
and In ine own century we have had.
seism other% a Roux and a Lowey in
Priam an Astley Cooper and se Aber-
astby hi Great Brttaln aed • Valentine
Molt and Willard Parker and flamed
D. Gleam in America and a giClazy at
living surgeons as lorfillast as their
predecemors_ What miglity progress
in the baffling of disease since the crip-
pied and sick of ancient chits were
kid along the streets, that peopie who
bad ever been hurt or disordered In the
same way might suggfest what had bet-
ter be dine tee the penman and the
priests of easel time. who were con-
steal, isslineing from colds received
- walking barefoot over the tempi*
pavements, had to prescribe for them-
selves. and rracteres were considered
go far beyond all human curt that in-
stead of calling In the surgeon the peo-
ple may invoked the gods!
But sotwtthstanding all the surgical
sad medical skill of the world. with
what tenacity tbe old diseases hang on
le the human -ace, and most of them
ere thossaads of years old. and In our
Hades we need of them-tbe carbon-
s.= Jeb and Heseklah, the Woltz-
'''. et tho heart swims 
or in Deuter-
onomy, tee sunstroke of a child carried
ben the Sekle of !Menem. crying. "My
head. my head!' King Asa's dimes* ot
Cis feet. which was nothing but gout;
defection of teeth, that called Ise den-
tal surgery, tbe skill of wade, almost
equal to anything modern hi still seen
in the ailed molars et the enrolled
- lig7ptilan mammies; the ophthalmia
esesed by the juice of tie newly ripe
dig. leaving the people blind by the
inellede; epilepsy, as In the came of the
young man atom falling into the fire
and Mt Into the water; hypocboodrin
et Nebschadnessar, who Imagined
hInisikt an et and going out to the
Made to pasture; the withered hand.
width In Bibie times, as now, came
teem the destruction of the main ar-
tery or from paralysis cot the chief
wee; the wounds of the man whom
lbe Moves lett for dead on the road to
ilarieho and whom the good Samaritan
ansaed. pouring In on aod wino-wine
*deans* the wound and oil to eoothe
IL Thank God for what forgery has
deme for the alleviation and cure of len-
ana suffering!
Seams& Witimat rata.
But the world wanted a surgery




‘1‘hl S WI Alt W0%1E1
SIR.01(s.S1(1k Vetlikl I %
Vr I_ I l .
Mra. M. F. Long, of Le
Franklia Co., Kaas., writes : • Iva
ewe* bow I forgrateful am
your ' advice and good meat-
climes. I have beta in poor health
Mare or kw all my life. In the poet
sine years grew worse, and two years
ago I was so poorly could hardly drag
around. I conenhed a specialist, and
lee mid I bed ulceration and thm an
operate:re would have to be per-
formed_ This did not wem necessary
to me, so time went try, and at last
1 wrvee to Dr. Acme asksag advice.
I coos pre a helpful roamer advising
me to try his medicines, the ' Favor-
he Prescription," Golden Medical
Discovery,' his ' Pleasantand also
INtflote.' I began taking ' Favorite
PlencrIptios ' and the other med-
ians, se advised. When commenc-
fog I weighed irolg, pounds, and af-
ter taking one bottle of each I felt
like • new woman. In one month I
pined 8 pounds. After taking two
beetles of melt of the medkines,
I began to look like a woman and not
Do a ikeleton, and that weary tired
balky all left me."
t Kt (ONS1 I IA110%
BY LETTER WITH
Ilt.R.V. PIERCE
.••, 01 (lei ti Ifi i i gry eli ik
t,(00.1•1 %.,-.-i. fltP.Islik'f II
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hoe esimmee seneeme. rem yeas ewe
saa ana Papaw and warner and
:What with thee sassing genii*
Mae reetrard sad with their 'eoliths*
lemitakbed the with ilikresii
lee aid ethers es the AIMING. did with
beehetali and wandlike end nuittiv4
Mit tar awhile, et the poises tof
easellivssies dieter's asinretsitA The
world bee error etre bet sae INIHNIII8
wbe arasekies Ito ereelod
eggs the Wad eye ea vesesietroot the
alalla et e tieenftee Wif W redline
dripiq without pile, and that IlUtflt011
was Jams (Arlie the nilibtlest, grand-
mii. gentlest and nowt sympathetic sur-
mise tbe world ever saw or ever will
see, and be deserves the confidence and
iove and worship and bosiuma of all
tee earth and halleluiahs of all heaven.
"The blind receive their sight and the
lame walk; the lepers are cleansed. and
the deaf hear."
I notice this surgeon had a fondness
for chronic cases- Many a surgeon,
when he has bad a patient brought to
Mae has said: "Why wee mot this at-
tended to five years ago? Yon bring
him to me after all power of recupera-
tion is gone. You have waited until
there W a complete contraction of the
suedes, and false ligatures are form-
ed, and ossification has taken place. It
might to have been attended to long
ago." But Christ the Surgeon seemed
to prefer inveterate cases. One was a
beraorrhege of 12 years. and be stop-
ped it. Another waa a curvature of 18
years, aed be straightened it. Another
was a cripple of 88 years, and be
walked out welL The 18-year patient
was a woman bent almost double. If
you could call a convention of all the
surgeons of all the centuries, their
combined skill could not cure that
body so drawn out of shape. Perhaps
they might stop it from getting any
worse. perhaps they might contrive
braces by which she might be made
more comfortable. but it hi, humbly
speitieing. Incurable. Yet this divine
surgeon put both his bands on her, and.
from that doubled up posture she be-
gan to take on a healthier hue, and tbe
muscles began to relax from their ri-
gidity. sod the menal column began to
adjust Itself, and the cords of the neck
began to be more supple, and the eyes.
that could see only the ground before,
now looked Into the face of Christ a Ith
gratitude and up toward heaven in
transport Straight! Atter 18 weary
and exhausting years. stralgtit! Tbe
poise. the gracefulness, the beauty of
healthy womanhood reinstated.
Wow Chrooto Grease.
The= years' mime was a man wbo lay
ou • mattress near the mineral baths at
Jerusalem. Them were five apartments
where lame people were brought, so
that they coda get tbe advantage of
them aimed baths. The stone basin
oe the bsth still visible, although
t rgi=selisvi dimggeared. probably
esoraleion of nature.
The bath; IGO feet long, 40 feet wide
and 8 feet deep. Ale poor man. if you
have been lame and helpless 88 years,
that mineral bath cannot restore you.
Why. 36 years is more than the aver-
age of banian life. Nothing but the
grave will cure you. But Christ tbe
Burman walks aloag these baths and
I have so doubt passes by some pa-
tients who bay* been only six mouths
discadered se a year oe five years and
comes * the mattress of the man who
bad hem nearty tour decades helples•
and to this 36 years' invalid maid, "Wilt
thou be made whole?*
The question asked not because the
surmise dld not understand the pro-
VIIIIMMOd1WINI. the desperateness, of the
sew, hot te evoke the man's pathetic
narrutive. "V/Ut thou be made wboler
-Would you like to get well?" "Oh.
yea." says the man. *That is what I
came to them mineral baths for. I
have hied everything. All the sur-
geons have failed. and all the prescrip-
Goma have proved valueless, and I got
worm and worse. and I can neither
aloes hand nor foot nor bead. Oh. if I
could ooly be free from this pain of 38
yearsr' Chili* the Surgeon could not
stand that. Bending over the man on
the mattress. and In a TOW* tender
wtth all sympathy, but stroug with all
omnipotence. be says, "Rise!" And the
invalid instantly scrambles to his
knees and then pots out his right foot.
then his left foot, and then stood up-
rigid as though be had never been
prostrated. While he stands looking at
the doctor, with a joy too much to bold.
the doctor says: "Sboulder this mat-
tress. for you are not only well enough
to walk, but well enough to work, and
start oat from these mineral baths.
Take up thy bed and waikr Oh, what
a surgeon for ehronlc came then and
tor chronle came newt
This le not appEcatile too much to
Dire who are eady a little hurt of sin
ea/ only for a short time, but to those
prostrated of sin 12 years, 18 years, 38
years. Here is a surgeon able to give
immortal health. "Oh." you say. "I am
so completely overthrown and tram-
pied down of sio that cannot rise."
Are yes Getter down than this patient
St the mineral baths/ No. Theo rise.
In the name of Jesus of Nazareth. the
sargeoe who offers you his right hand
ot help, I bid thee rise. Not cases of
acute sin, but of chronic sin-those
wbo have Dot prayed for 88 years,
those wbo bare not been to church for
88 years. those wbo have been gam-
blers, or libertines, or thieves, or out-
laws. or blasphemers, or infidels, or
atheists, or all the* together, for 38
years. A Christ for exigencies! A
Christ for • dead lift! A surgeon who
Dever loses a case!
Illad• the 1111•11 to fee.
la speaking of beet as a surgeon I
must eonsider him as an oculist or eye
doctor and an aurist or ear doctor.
Waa there ever mai another oculist?
That he was paethadarly sorry for the
Mind folks I take from the fact that
the most of his works were with tbe
diseased optic nerves. I have not time
to count up the number of blind people
mentioned who got his cure. Two
Wind men In one house; also otie wbo
WIM bora blind; so that it was not re-
reseal ot • visual obstruction, but the
POWDER MILL EXPLOSION.
Removes everything in sight ; so do
drastic mineral pill., hut both are very
dangerous Don't dynamite the deli.
este machinery of your body with oalo-
croeon oil, or aloes pills, when Dr .
Kieg's New Life Pills, which are gentle
ss a misuser breeze, does the work per-
tacitly. Oases headarthe, conetipation
Only 15o at at L. L 0 K
Wyly% R. 0. Hardwick's, J. 0 Oook's
sad Andaman Fowler'. drug skeet
creation or the cornea and ciliary mim-
es and errotallIne lens and retina and
Mho and tear gland: also the
inert et hotheelda, ',need by the
saliva whisth the emirs* took hold
the tly el hie nen hookup mid put upoit
the istigidei Wee leo Wind 11101 eke
NI lims lb* wayside In tow eirilisa4
Igo& we hare soiough the
rano frarfoll, loomialog, 110444141111 lu
the etateRifint ut Iliiropeito sod Atomi-
ses ileuliate, herause the 1440111111 of
morning and gement! fteuslmilere ull
the jolting cars by tbe multitudes who
live out of the city and manila to busi-
ness. But in the lands where Mir di-
vine surgeon operated the eases of
blindness were multiplied beyond ev-
erything by the particles of sand float
lug in the air and the night dews fall-
ing on the eyelids of those who slept on
tbe top of their houses, and In some of
three lands It is estimated that 20 out
of 100 people are totally blind. Amid
all that crowd of visionless people,
what work for an oculist! And I do
not believe that more than one out of a
hundred of that surgeon's cures was
reported. He went up and down among
those people who were feeling slowly
their way by staff, or led by the hand
of man or rope of dog, and introducing
them to the faces of their own house-
bold. to the sunrise and the sunset and
the evening star. He just ran his hand
over the expreseionless face. and the
shutters of both windows were swung
open, and the restored went home cry-
ing: "1 see! I see! Thank God, 1 OW!"
That is the &cultist we all need. Till
he touches our eyes we are blind. Yea,
we were born blind. By nature we see
things wrong, If we see them at all.
Our best eternal interests are put be-
fore us, and we cannot see them. The
glories of a loving and pardoning
Christ are projected. and we do not be-
hold them. Or we have a defective
sight which makes the things of this
world larger than the things of the fu-
ture, time bigger than eternity. Or we
are color blind and cannot see the dif-
ference between the blackness of dark-
ness forever and the roseate morning
of an everlasting day. But Christ the
Surgeon comes in, and though we
shrink back afraid to have him touch
us, yet he puts his fingers on the closed
eyelid, of the soul aud midnight be-
comes mldnoon, and we understand
something of the joy of the young man
of the Bible who, though he bad never
before been able to see his hand before
his face, now by the touch of Christ
had two headlights kindled under his
brow. cried out in language that con-
founded the jeering crowd who were
deriding the Christ that had effected
the cure and wanted to make him out
a bad man, "Whether he be a sinner
or DO I know not. One thing I know,
that whereas I was blind, now I see."
The Deaf Hoar.
But this surgeon was just as wonder-
ful as an turbid. Very few people have
two good ears. •Nine out of ten people
are particular to get on this or that
side of you when they slt or walk or
ride with you, because they have one
disabled ear. Many have both ears
damaged, and what with the constant
racket of our great cities and the ca-
tarrhal troubles that sweep through
the land. it is remarkable that there
are any good ears at all. Most wonder-
ful instrument is the human ear. It Is
harp and drum and telegraph and tele-
phone and whispering gallery all in
one. So delicate and wondrous is It"
construction that the moot difficult of
all things to reconstruct is the auditory
apparatus. The mightiest scientists
have put their skill to its retuning, and
sometimes they stop the progress of its
decadence or remove temporary ob-
structions. but not more than one real-
ly deaf ear out of 100.000 is ever cured.
It took a God to make the ear, and it
takes a God to mend it That makes
me curious to ;we bow Christ the Sur-
geon succeeds as an aurist
We are told of only/two cases he op-
erated on as an ear surgeon. His
friend Peter, naturally high tempered.
saw Cbrist insulted by a man by tbe
name of lialehus, and Peter let his
sword fly, aiming at tbe man's bead.
but the sword slipped and hewed off
the outside ear, and our surgeon touch-
ed the laceration and another ear
bloomed in the place of tbe one that
bad been slashed away. But it is not
the ontaide ear that bears. That is
only • funnel for gathering sound and
pouring it into the hidden and more
elaborate ear. On the beach of Lake
Galilee our surgeon found a man deaf
and dumb. The patient dwelt in per-
petual sikeoce and was speechless. Hti
Could not hear • note of music or a
clap of thunder. He could not call fa-
ther or mother or wife or children by
name. What power can waken that
dull tympanum or reach that chain ot
small bones or revive that •uditory
nerve or open the gate between the
brain and the outside world? The sur-
geon put his fingers in the deaf ears
and agitated them and kept on agitat-
ing them until the vibration gave vital
energy to all tbe dead pacts, and they
responded, and when our surgeon with-
drew his fingers from the ears the te
tunnels of sound were clear for all
sweet voices of music and friendship.
For the first time In his life be beard
the dash of the waves of Galilee.
Through the desert of painful
had been built • kinies highway of res-
onance and acclamation. But yet he
was dumb. No word had ever leaped
over bis lip. Speech was chained un-
der his tongue. Vocalization and ac-
centuation were to him an impossibil-
ity He could exprese neither love Dor
Indignation nor worship. Our surgeon,
having uubarred Ms ear, will now un-
loam the shackle of his tongue. The
surgeon will use the same liniment or
salve that be used on two occasions for
the cure of blind people namely, the
moisture of his own mouth. The ap-
plication is made. and lo, the rigidity
of the dumb tongue is relaxed, and be-
tween the tongue and teetb was born
a whole vocabulary and words flew In-
to expression. He not only beard, bUt
be talked. One gate of his body swung
00 YOUR FEET ACNE ANO BURN?
Shake into your shoes Allen's Foot-
Ease, a powder for the feet It rem
the feet and makes tight or New Shoes
feel Easy (Jure' Oorne, Bunions, Swol-
len, Smarting, Hart, Oalloos, Sore and
Sweating Feet. Allen's Foot-E is re
heves all pain and gives rest and com-
fort. We have over 80,000 testimonials.
It cures while you walk Try it TODAY
All druggists and shoe Mores sell it, ifie
Sample sent tree Address Alien 8
Olotskid, Ida Roy, N. Y,
In to tet sound enter, and the tithe:
gate swung out to let sound depart.
11"by is It that. while other surgeons
used knives and forceps and probe*
and stetlioscepes. the surgeon mud On-
ly the ointment of his own lips? To
show that all the curative power v. e
ever feel comes straight from Christ.
And if he touches us not we shall be
deaf as a rock and dumb as a tomb.
Oh. thou greatest of all artists, compel
ns to hear and help us to speak!
Free to All.
But what were the surgeon's fees for
all Obese cures of eyes and ears and
tongues and withered bands and crook-
ed Leeks? The skill and the painless-
nee* of the •operations were worth
hundreds and thousands of dollars. Do
not think that the cases he took were
all moneyiess. Did he not treat the no-
bleurau's eon? Did be not doctor the
ruler's daughter? Did be not effect a
cure In the house of a centurian of
great wealth who had out of his own
pocket built a synagogue? They would
have paid him large fees, and there
were hundreds of wealthy people In Je-
rusalem and among the merchant cas-
tles along Lake Tiberias who would
have ON i•n this surgeon houses and
lands and all they had for such cures
as he could effect. For critical cases in
our time great surgeons have received
$1.000. $5.000 and in one case I know
of $50,900, but the surgeon of whom I
speak received not a shekel. not a pen-
ny, net a farthing. In his whole earth-
ly life we know of his having had but
WI, cents. When his taxes were due.
by his omniscience he knew of a fish
in the sea which had erwallowed a piece
of silver money. as Mill are apt to swal-
low anything bright, and he sent Peter
with a hook which brought up that
MM. and from its mouth was extracted
a Roman stater, or 6244 cents, the only
money he ever had. and that he paid
out for taxes. This greatest surgeon of
all the centuries gave all his services
theu and offers all his services now
free of all charge. "Without money
and a ithout price" you may spiritually
have your blind eyes opened, and your
deaf ears unbarred. and your dumb
tongues loosened, and your wounds
!waled, and your soul saved. If Chris-
tian people get hurt of body, mind or
sold, let them remember that surgery
is apt to hull. hut It rum. and you cant
afford prreent pato tor tutor* glory.
Beehive that, there ate powertul antes-
thrties the Phielitese tied
writhe Niel tilletitile Re oilier id phi,*
of Peelle titer MOM tete MI lilt
lateenif Oil dieing* 14 II ilreell
that 1111totylie; "All things
work timeliest hit good to Muse whu
kive Ond." "Weeping may endure tor 11
night, but joy cometh in the morning."
Marius's Oar.
What • grated thing fur our poor hu-
man rate. %hen this surgeen shall have•
completed the treatment of the eurld's
wounds! The day will come when
there will be no more hospitals. for
there will be no more sick, and no
more eye and ear infirmaries, for there
will be no more blind or deaf, and uo
more deserts. for the round earth shall
be brought under arboriculture, and no
more blizzards or sunstrokes, for tbe
atmosphere will be expurgated of
scorch and chill, and no more war, for
the swords shall come out of the foun-
dry bent Into pruning hooks, while In
the heavenly country we shall see the
victims of accident or malformation or
hereditary Ills on earth become the ath-
letes In Elysian fields. Who is that
man with such brilliant eyes close be-
fore the throne? Why, that is the man
who, near Jericho, was blind and our
surgeon cured his ophthalmia! Who is
that erect and graceful and queenly
woman before the throne? That was
the one whom our surgeon found bent
almost double and could in nowise lift
up herself, and he made her straight
Who Is that listening with such rap-
ture to the music of heaven. eolo melt
Ing Into chorus, cymbal responding to
trumpet, and then himself joining in
the anthem? Why', that is the man
whom our surgeon found deaf and
dutub on the beacti of Galilee and by
two touches opened ear gate and
mouth gate. Who Is that around whom
the crowds are gathering with admit-
my moue IMO taittriasysee•tead crjejug
"Oh, what he did for me! Oh. what he
did for my family! Oh. what be did
for tbe world!" That is the surgeon of
all the centuries. tbe oculist. the atirist,
the emancipator. the Saviour. No pay
he took oa earth. Come, now, and let
all heaven pay him with worship that
shall never end and • love that shall
never die. On his head be all the
crowns, in his hands be all the scepters
and at his feet be all the worlds!
(Copyright. IMO. by Louis Klopsch j
In the Swim.
The Congregationalist tells of a cler-
gyman who had a notice printed In
which after enumerating the various
attractions of his coming Sunday pro-
gramme he wound up by saying. "If
you want to be in the swim. come to
our church on Sunday." His ecclesias-
tical uelichbor was reading the notice
to his wife with no little amusement,
and sbe, not being fully posted on cur
rent phraseology. Inquired in all seri
ousness If they were to have a baptis-
mal sem ice.
In nod Out •f Britain.
Some 5.500 Germans, Poles and
Swiss left their own countries last
month to settle In England, remarks
the London Express. Againet this in-
cursion of aliens, which shows a con-
siderable increase on last year's record,
must be set the emignition of 17.000
British to tbe United States. More
than had of time came from Ireland.
any Re Too Elective.
The farmers of Ness county have
clubbed together and bought 1.000
pounds of Disulpbide of carbon to be
used in driving the prairie dogs out
There Is no doubt about it driving the
prairie dogs out. The only trouble is
that the population may have to ge
with them.-Kansas City Journal.
OW.




Biliousness, Cons& ipatlo n,
Chronic Headache, Jaundice.
Palpitation, La tin f pc, Female
Meastrnal T:,,ubles, and all
other ailments C.4.16.64343 by
torpidity of the Liver.
140 NAUSEA OR °MPH'S°
ONE FOR A DOSE.
- - —
Try a box, and you will never
be without them id your fondly.
—
PREPARED BY
The American Chemical Co.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Restm es the Menses of Taste and Smell. No
'mercury, No Injurious dr
ugs. Retail





et warren it- Now Tart
NOAKES
Exposts The Entire Plot
Against Goebel.
By Far The Most Damag-
ing Evidence Vet
Brought Out.
[Special to New Era]
(4E0RO E FO WN, Ky , July 90.-The
most damaging testimony that has yet
been brought nut during the trial of
Oalreb Powers was given yesterday by
itienirt Noaks, ihe Louisville and Nash-
ville railroad rot doctor, who waa ar-
rested rec. ntiv is. Virginia. Nordin re-
vested details hitherto nuknown of the
plans for bringing the armed moan
taiber-fe irf1111kflift, end of the w-
omen for which they were wanted. He
swore that he was told to bring desper-
ate mete arid only Republicans. He
told of attempts to provoke a row so
that Taylor might be furnished with an
excuse for calling out the troops. He
'aid that IWO, Powers said SO him that
"the contest won't amount to a damn
after Goebel is died and in hell," and
that at another time while the mono-
exineers were wailing at Yraulifort,
Powers said the nontest would uot laat
meet! longer, becanae "Goebel hasn't
much longer to live." He shoo swore
rhat John Powers said to him one day
to front of the statehouse that 1113111. Of
%holt men were emitairi waiting to kill
tikiebel and Obeli Vrbt•11 they value 111




feriNees of Noy IOW hinds. 1411,011'0
Sulphur Ointment itallrely
free from poisons and diragreimble
odors. lettell'm Liquid Sulphur Glut,
man; all invaluable remedy ite the
treatment of all skin disesteem, open
sores, chafed parts, burns, soadds aud is
especially r. nonnueuried tor use after
shaving. It tot soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by Anderson dt
Fowler, druggiate, Hotel Latham. wit
MILL SOLD.
Mr. W•lter S. Bonn:rue a few days
•
ago bold the Peuebroite, Roller Mills to
D. H. Chapman and °harks , of
Warren ootnety, for $3,500 cash, poesese•
ion to be given on September I.
MULES FOR SALE-Nice lot moles
151, te 16 heeds, 4 to 5 y ears old. st 0
H. Layne'. stable. '. H. Lay no & Uo
TWO FARMS FOR SALE
We have iu our. hands for sale;_two
South °Menton farms cheap and on
reasonable terms.
1. A farm near Beverly, Kentucky
oontaining 455 acres, wtth comfortsbi
improvement.. Same farm 013 which
R. T. Moore resides aud which former-
ly belonged to him
2. A farm near liarrettsburg, Ky ,
oonteining 112 acres-fair improve-
ments-good neigisborhood-tbe T. S.
ism' farm.
-4.4.1.1.mTER WOOD & SON
It's the Lame Leg
that sets the pace. A chain is no
stronger Ulan its weakest link. For
weak spots and places that sem. nig
because they hurt, try
Johnson's Belladonna Plastees.
In Pat's phrase, they "suck out"
the soreness and pain. Look for
the Red Cross. No others bear that
sign It means excellence + pets.
JOHNSON JOHNSON.
Iffiumfortonag Clounists, New York.
Schools and Colleges.
MONTEAGLE
The Great Southern Chasisequa. Sum-
NKr School sad Assembly.
Top of the Cumberland Mountains.
Ideal surnmer resort, In it• aecessibill-
it y, Inez poinolveness, wholesome sur-
rounding's. delicious days aud nights.
IN. et hundred feet above sea level. Sum-
mer 'choir s under ablest professors. In
almost every branch, aslilble, music, ex-
pression. etc. spoulal feature thls year.
a Trial. Ina r Method School for Primary
smith's -school Teacher*, with no charge.
over leo hundred lectures. entertain-
ins•rior. etc., for I his su !!!!! mer's ins ruction
end plenoure For full announcements
or information addreas
W. It !Airlift, Her.,
+a- es I After June Ni,
if
iillalti MEN N'ANTIOD with fair edu-
CeltiOst and good character to
Learn Telegraphy,
Railroad bccounting •nd typewriting Ti is
isindorsed by all the leading rallwav com-
panies as the only perfect and reliable loath.
t.rtion'of Hs kind. All our graduates are-
resisted to positions. Ladies also admitted.





FOR YOUNG AIDES, Roanoke, Va.
los 'prior september irr, IWO. Oro. of the leading
cbools fur Young Ladles in the Mouth. Mag-
nificent buildings, all modern Improve-
ments. Campus ten acres. Grand mountain
scenery in Valley of Va.. famed for health
Elifrpeeil an 1 American teitchera
coursie Sur erior advantages In Art, Mush
nnd Elot•ution istudentn fr flirty States.
For rate lireire* eddreee







telling how ino prepare delicate
sod:delicious dishes.
Addrees Liable Co., e o. Pox 1718, New orb
- _. ...___ ___








. Duce as. olebviseeiwa. sad lealta-
m.o.. ie."... liellere e..... eau A.
., 05.::...511, .171a.kr e:40.2.06..miror owl 4.0.....
aompo a., I./wall...hue. Yoseheoalolo
Imre N WI. I CM* Tooth000lola deed ey




Cleo.. sad beautifies the MK
Pro...used • keenest growth.
mew earls to Rector* Grey
Hair to Ita Youthful Color.
Deft* amid dd... a It•ar
We and I left
BOOK AGENTS WANTED FOR
es. proodoet sad foolooseolliol Wok debates&
Pulpit Echoes
int Mettle Titres,* sok MAD AND metal%
Illikri.k=istarlibz. ii.1%.141:Ifp:flisii 00,1807....tta...3••
ity 1). L. oody
Mast With sairomplell• Moiety."( Math by Ir. CM AS. F.
aod4ea loteod..'Ittoro l'il!, lee...els.lrÀZ Asi1:14: lir '1,;.:
1,:ritT147-7. ::4:4Po.%;"-Vit 
cu. I 014igi am..
sad Homes. et sato
leroen.r. • harvee tine tor Arta*. Seed ter -Owns to
A. U. Se EilfT1111-NciTibil & OW, Martfer4. Luau.
Animate,
and Wk Pak e y Wits
cured at home with-
ont pain Book of or
split prar .
0111 is. it. Neatly,
, 1st urth Pryor ilia
fine Tigre
Many Wortlen los
e their girlieh forms after
they besome m
others. This is due to wi-
nd. The figure 
can be preserved beyood







The earlier its me
begun, the mere per-
Luny will the shape
be preserved.
molter. fnemi
not only softies mid
relaxes the muscles
during the great strain before birth, but helps
the skin to contract naturally afterward.
keeps unsightly wrinkles away, and the
muscles underneath retain their pliability.
Mother's Triesd is out famous extents'
liniment which banishes morning sickliest
and nervousness during pregnancy; ilbortess
labor and makes it nearly painlesm builds up
the patient's constitutional strength. so dial
die emerges fro • the ordeal without danger.
The little one, too, shows the effects of
Mothers Irked by its robustnas and vigor.
Said at dried shores lee 51 • bettbs.
Bawd for our finely illustrated book Sae es
pectent au' her&
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR GO.
• sTLAAITA. OA.
W. P. W1111111/11, T. S. MOW
Winfree & Knight.,
Rea1.1Estate.
A beautiful home; two story brick
resideuce; n rooms ; hall and bath room
with bath flitures and all moderu note
V0111013066 ; everything 115%11 •liti 111 ex
tomtit Weise piped tot water
mid gas, red wired ter ellitittitilif gond
sioteth, Malan end ell nibs*
iiseeeeerp entlieiititepe t nine shade mow
Tele 'moist, will RN Hlifi at a borstal%
The weds nt the rem Mbith
MINI Is 10111 Peal IMMO 141 el hes ,
we invite Dome who want le hal OF
SO °moult this °Ovum
We have esmillesit facilities toe ioni•
denting the bushels' Mid will advertise
property pUt GM our hands tree et
charge, aud will furnish prospeosive
customers oonveyaucie to look at prop-
erty without cost to them 00trie to see
us if you want to mil, it ousts you noth-
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida lauds
that we will aell at low pries or ex-
change for fanning land in this section:
361 &cues in Paw° noway, 120 acres in
Parton county, 200 acres Hernando
connty and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun•
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered With
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further deecription, Mo., see
us.
One of the moat desirable house" in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, conveuieut to business an de-
po4s. within one 'quart. of Main St.
Good tarn, of 160 acres, 2 miles
Bennettatown, Ky. Good hou 8
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobanoo Neu, good frame stable Ielx30
feet, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable . farm, convenient
to schools and chnrchee and on good
road.
Nice cottage on coroer of Brown and
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Ohesp and on 'rea-
sonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. dc N.
It. R. First-class paying business, nice
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence 8
ro me, water works and modern im-
provements, ten acres of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carnage
hoarse n
good cistern and oro ard. Two acres of
land sejoining South Kentucky Clollege,
$1,500. Will sell this place at low price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets., fronts
82L, feet on Oampbell street by ih6 feat
to alley, house has 8 rooms and all ne-
oeseary outbuildings, nice shade trees,
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 serer of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry house, carriage
house. milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good fann 223 sores, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkineville and 8
mike from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and graluary.
This farm will be sold at s low prime
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton rout, dwelling, two to-
baceo barns and other out buildiugs,
price $6 per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
let streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep House ham six, rooms,
good cistern, atable aud necessary (eft-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsays' Mill property, embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding both COTD
and wheat, two good residence', two
cisterns and all necessary oetbuildings
and 30 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line le tween Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reasonable terms.
8t. acres of fine land just outside toll-
gate OD Palmyra road. $66 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettatown,
about 300 acres' Will be converted into
or 8 tracts. Aoid on easy terms.
A nioe cottage on 4th 8t., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-bowie" and
cistern, price $000.
Two good residence iota on Main 81.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main itt.
for sale at a low price
hlegant lot 801200ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms,
porobes, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees. Price $i,400.
An elegant farm of 115 acrea of land,
ou good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Obristian, con-
venient to postoffice, 'schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 TOODDI end hall, one
large tobsoco barn, good stables and
oow houses, new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberriee, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold, cheap
and on easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
street.
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery oonnty, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5 00 per acre.
Fine farm of 2e5 hives in neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain.
165 acres of land near Olarksville
pike, 8 miles from Hopktnsvtlle. $40
per acre. Very desireable
Very desirable suburban residence.
house two storiee, 8 rooms, new aud in
good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
outside the city imits on oue of the beet
streets.
A nice residence at Oasky, Ky. hoo
of 10 acres, six room cottage aud
room office in yard ;good servants house,
large good ice house, large stable end
carriage house and, all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern ;
convenient to depot, school and church ;
splendid dry cellar 18z14 feet with brick
6 per cent. intecest on deferred pay-
emnewiulesi.nglfroomm.:HonpkivinlIde fiwo oi t rh
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, lonk
room and four porches, on first floor ;
wale and fioor, good cisteru,00al house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
hoase. TERMS-One third cash, bal-
four bed room., two lumber rooms and
dpikrieloneeaarri,l)yotfhoer wa hd00tle4j.istance. Spleen
bell St., lot 7011111;,  feet,fivo bed rooms,
A two story cottage on South (lamp-
pay ments,
a n 71A: ebn:sel.efgositrut fegarumalofani6Onuscral ea on Oox
will improved, good dwelling, 6 rooms,
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkinevelle;
One of
(Ween ; first class land in floe oon-
ithreaboary, corn and all necessary
dition.
ainahle store room on Main street.






A Modification Of The
Goebel Election Law Is
Recommended.
(Speoisi to New Era)
LEXINGTON, Ky July 10.-Beok
ham was aresinated by aoclainatiou
this months( at 8 :80 o'olock after an
all night session.
The nonvention's platform does not
favor repealing the Goebel law nor au
extra session to change it. It recom-
mends, however, a modefioaMon
of the Goebel law at the next
regular session of the legislature, and to
the meantime promises to give the Re
publicans representation on all boards-
state and county.
Littell's Liquid Sulphur Soap red anew
to • minimum tbe danger of contracting
contagious dimes.. For the toilet and
bath it is without an equal. It is rapid-
ly acquiring first plaoe in the favor ot
all who ase it as an inoomparable shay
iog soap. 10 04Mb. For sale by An•




Bank of Hopkinsv ilk
At TS CLOW!. OP 111181111elle
JUNH soth. iges.
Filentil!likieN
iiiita li airiiiiiite me mem
iift,t3u
stNI: crr4 ItilieVitiiitils641" 61 I'
ter4irgsors; to,. "4"" iu
sr r 0111 - • 
1140 ertitiasks Weide- ,ii 00
apses. hetet et
(limas,  s1,4Ts is,
elsoluinge kir diwiniiii iihele ih
Other Items earrm as,
Stamp Avtatunt . ......






Capital Stock paid in, in cash, uewotouo os
Surplus Ruud . LIO
Deposits subject to °Neck
iou *bleb letterset is
nut paidl.. $206.02e
Due National Banks- IJOI tio
Due Suite Banks and
Bankers 460 SS
Taxes Due and t upaid (set aside).. 1,01X 34
Dividends Unpaid . ! LOW W






.1. K. McPherson, Cashier of ot Hop.
kiusville, a bank 'octal and dointhusluess
at No.2 Main street, the city of Napkins-
ville in said county, lug duly sworn, says
that the foregoing report is In all respecta a
true statement of the condition of said
Bank, at the close°, ugliness on the *MI day
ofJune, 1900, to the t of his knowledge
!).•
and belief; and furt er says that the busi-
ness of said bank harl been transacted at the
location named,and not elsewhere; and that
the above report II wedeln compliance with
an official notice reeelved from the Secre-
tary of State designating the 30th day of
June, 11031as the &ty on which such 1-11-
port *ball be made.
J. E. cl'esissos„..eashier.
Halt T C. OANT, Director.
w. Ti Roomiest, Director.
C. 1:14 Bose, Director.
Subscribed and 'were to before me by J. E
McPherson, the kJ day of July, 1WO.
J. P. BRAD'S!,




AT THE clarili4OF BUSINESS ON THE
THIRTIETH DAY OF JUNE, IOW.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts. lees luaus to
Directors 5111,769 m
Loans to Officers 101 ete
Overdrafts. secured  1.747.46
Overdrafts,unsecund 1103 24
Due from NationaF,Eanks Sile,7ter.61
Due from State Ranks aud
Bankers WW1 76 164,747 SIM
Banking House and Lot. SAO fil
Other Real Kamm 7,M16 fie
Other Stocks and Bonds eu,60.1 Oir
Specie  S haul 43
Currency  ie.= tat
Exchanges for Cleartsgs. %bill 06 1111,96' 48
sa176.011
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in. In cash Was; Liu
Surplus Fund 61.1,0UOuri
I, ndivided Profits 1,454 ft
Deposits subject to check ion
which interest Is not paid $12.eter te
Due State Banks and Bankers 6,ean 10
Iris Wend No al this day . LOW 91)
Fund set aside to pay total . 2 901 27




W. T. Tandy, Cashier dr City ilk, • bank
located and doing business at N 1. 1, N. M al Li
City of Hopkinsville in sold county ,be-
tag duly sworn, says that the fore-
going report is in all respects a true
statement of the conditions ot the said
Bank, at the close ef business on the IlUth
day ofJune, 16100, to the best of his know-
ledge and belief; and further says that the
business of sold Bank has been transacted
at the location named, and not elsewhere;
and that the above report Is made in com-
pliance with an otlicial notice received from
the Secretary of State designating the SIKh
day of June. mu, lam the day on which
su‘n report shall be made.
W. T. Tawny, Cashier.
E. It. Lona, Director.
C. A. rnoursore Directot
W. T. TANDT, Dtrector.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by W.
T. Tandy, Cashier, on the Nit day of July
111W. „Ise. A. You NO, Jr.
N. P.C. C.




AT THE ChoriE oi.kil MIN ESs
JUNE 3oth, 19oo.
REleOURCEM.
Loans and Discountsdiess loans to
Directors)  ..$101.1Hs rai
Loans to otacers set 5b
Overdrafts, unsecured 3,774 45
Due from National Banks $6.1677 77
Due from Stale Banks
and Bankers .. ALM TS WHO 7.5
Other Real Estate 6,eurs eir








Capital Stock paid in, fa cash. $60,ouu
Deposits subject to yhecki on which





J oho B. Trice, Cashier of Planters Bank. •
bank located and doing business at No. la
Main street, In the City of H upkinsville in
said county, being duly sworn, say s that the
foregoing report is fn all respects • true
statement of the condition of said Bank, at
the close of business ou the 11001 day of June,
IWO, to the best of his knowledge and belief;
and further says that tbe boldness of said
Bank has been transacted at the location
named, and not elsewhere; and that the
above report is made in compliance elth on
official notice received from the Secretary
of State designating the Nth day of June,
1900, as the day 'on which such report
shall be made.
Jolts B. Taloa, Cashier.
J. D. Roallat.J., Director.
J. ANDIIRSON, Dino.
J. 1. LANDIS, Director.
becrt bud and sworn to before we by John
li. Trice on the Si day of July, 1100,




—AT CLAMIC OF BITS' NESS—
June 3oth, woo.
RESOURCES
Loans and Diaconate . 3137,110/1
Overdrafts . Leal HI
U 8.Bonds to secure circulation. WACO 00
Other Bonds  .... 37.60U 00
Revenue Stamps.. 176 00
t'ssh and Sight Exchange .. MAN M
Total 8136.1013
Capital Stock  00,0W
Surplus Fund  !um° oa




Circulation. _ _ 15.0
0u to






Dividend this day 14%)
Individual Deposits  
Total 01
4,itie
TAO,. W. LONO easter
"Housework is havl wofk withoat CAM Dust"
TO WASH COLORED
TABLE CLOTHS
A greet sear presses wbo live es brae end
Save at dockets, airs wobbled. seed ce4eradraldd
lines to sere wasilayit. To Item tam 161161111
saw sad free Wise sum a Ostia
Gold Dust Withal Powder
le As wash eraser. tad dry la dos shade. It le
wawlertal bow Was • pretty red teak cleft sill
Moe iss frealutes* washed dila brew. Hasa Fee
Eff esiored theibales the sass way.
De eater a takes tree ea bee breast
"SOUKS anal Ftba 1101711Sertel"
One bee ea mover
TIN 11. FAINIIMINI OSISPANV,
ifteliella ea Lecle, Nem Peek Seallta.
M. H TANDY.





Oor. 14th and Campbell Ste.
HOPK1NSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
We will get tor you the highest market
prices, and your business will receive our
prompt attention.
Ow Charges 52 50 per Hogshead. No
Liberal Advances to Reliable Parties.
Four Months Storage Free.
W. G. WHY.BLZ.K. W. H. FAXON.
Wheeler & Faxon
Tobacco Warehousemen,
Piperial Attention Paid to Inopeetlen Male of
l'obareok •
Firt proof Whrehonse c`RO:rscrft:::iitnirikets






at our store at present. Here are a few things
it will do but it's only a portion of its power.
See the inducements we offer to have YOU
leave $10 with us :
Clessimere Sait   S7 50
Light Oolored Alphine Hat 1 25
Meneriser Silk Shirt .id
One pair Elute mem Drswers. 
Two Black, Tan or Blue Socks.....,......
TO rAL..
This line of snits are equal in every respect to any $10 sat
ever sold on this market, en you can see what extras yea get
in our house for your money
10
A Royal Blue Serge Suit,
Smooth fare, abeolutely fast celery and ail
wool All made in the most thorough land
painstaking manner. Sold at $12 50
Oheviot Suits .00
One pair Vice Kid Shoes  . ... — 1.60
One Stiff Hat . .... 1 e0
Two Stiff Sherts.....-.......... -    1.50
One Straw Hat . .. ......... .,.. .... .. 50
These salts are Brown Plaids. nicely made up and will give
man good service The bees values that money will buy.
These shoes, bats and shins are also the beet to be found on
the market for the money. 0611 and see them.
A Worsted Suit, -
A pure all wool Wonseed Suit from °bolos
Fabrics., nubby, &Web, elegantly tailored. gir
You will find our ent:ire stock just as Asap
or cneaper than it was twel‘e montns ago
and we positively mean what we say.





Where you will find more
Pretty New Goods than
you have seenin Hopkins-
ville for many years and
at prices so low that it
will astonish you.
atts, Richards & Co,
5" Main St., Hopkinsville.. Look for The Blue From
PROFESSIONAL CARDS






Hauser Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Olhoe in Hopper Block, up metre over
Planters Bank.




All curable disease. successfully 
treated
without the use of drugs or knife.
Jas. E. Oldham, D. O.; Mrs. Lul
a IE. Old-
ham, D. 0.; Mrs. Jost, E. Gregory, 
D. 0..
graduates American School of 
Osteopathy.
Kirksville, Mo Corner lith and Lib*
* ty
streets. No. 611. COnsuitation and 
examina-
tion free






Moe . . et.
rAPATENT
anything you invent or hneeme; arena
CAIFEALTIAM-NAltit COPYRIGHT.,
PROTECTION. Seed model, sketch, or photo.
for free examination and advice.
BOOK ON PATENTS re1:1b,giorr
'raw C. A .SNOW &CO.
Patent lawyer*. WASHINGTON. D.C.
Vela
Fel SKIM Ma 11101,11118 1.1101111111111
snch as wine end Pala thelpie
4,4eid traces, Fellness
Discloses, lime-shims.
'Low of Appetite. ceitlthe skim, Cold Chills.
Frightful Dreams and all
Tremblina r-ensat ions. TIN
eel linot IL LIEF In TWENTY
?SU sufferer ku marrieds, them erils
A w 0 N DERFIAL,MEDICINE
They ppeeftertyeare Mak lierariffee
Teo • Weak Stomach, Impaired Diem
lion. Otsordered Liver in MINN W.4.6.,eitteri Or
Children Ripens Tatman
rival and they now have thavassit.
any patent medicine in this
WANTED
a else of bed heat! taid IFFP sire
IL k PP eqe•P IS tee a r.., ee *
rzeisy be bed ot ma.lobe priced lase•MosirCrisrer
lbws basica pain mad
asa dives rellef A eerrilt‘bilEiliaa .
pais tie ...ea I I P • Wiles
Ilasd besets to alpaas "Itemeaal &IV mem=









AIME As TO PATINTAMUTY num
Dootiptir "Iiino.w.Itonvenobtaiat " a"e"W'
Morose toodwass No::soei ezienttill Argishelklind.
1. 11 4441.. 11 11ETVLI
iee s -
:4#011, ;.+;.•7"
,-""
Os.
,
',see ,-„
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. •
-4141.41kkikoolito.iffolo;sfr,dmaler-:w",--
